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Summary
This dissertation considers a problem of supply chain coordination by means of price discounts.
By introducing a discount in some time periods, the supplier is able to give his customers
the incentive to change their order patterns in a way that reduces the supplier’s total cost.
With the new order patterns, all parties are at least as well off as before. A two-tier supply
chain with one supplier and a number of heterogeneous customers is considered. We assume
a multi-periodic environment with the demand varying over time. The discount is temporary,
time-based, and does not depend on the order quantity.
The thesis contains three self-contained research articles that propose different solution
methods to efficiently solve this kind of problem.
Synchronization of customers’ orders using discounts. The first paper proposes an
exact model, which can be used directly for solving problem instances of a small size. To
solve larger instances, a mixed-integer based heuristic is proposed. The heuristic algorithm is
based on a separation between determining the order/replenishment patterns and the required
discounts. An adjusted Wagner-Whitin algorithm is used to calculate the customers’ optimal
response to a discount. Extensive numerical studies show that application of the heuristic may
result in significant benefits for the whole supply chain. To increase the supplier’s profit, a
modification of the heuristic, which differs in the discount approximation used, is developed.
A variable neighborhood search heuristic for supply chain coordination with
heterogeneous customers and multiple periods using temporary price discounts.
Solving the problem to optimality is impossible for large instances due to an exponentially
growing number of binary variables. Therefore, this paper introduces a Variable Neighborhood
Search (VNS) metaheuristic approach for the problem under consideration. VNS is chosen because of its simplicity, efficiency, and effectiveness. Although the classic VNS is non-parametric,
three simple parameters are included into the developed procedure. This allows adjusting the
metaheuristic for larger instances while preserving the solution quality. The solution value of
i
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each move within the neighborhood is obtained by first using a fast approximate method that
solves a shortest path problem for each customer. Afterwards, if needed, the solution value is
calculated exactly. Experimental results show that the metaheuristic approach improves the
quality of mixed-integer based heuristic results. In addition, significantly shorter computing
time is an advantage of this metaheuristic and the reason, why it can be applied to instances
of a larger size.
Adjustable Robust Optimization approach to optimize discounts for multi-period
supply chain coordination under demand uncertainty. In the third paper, the problem
is modified by including demand uncertainty. To solve the problem, an Affinely Adjustable
Robust Optimization model is developed. The proposed model produces a discount schedule,
which is robust against the demand uncertainty. The model is also able to utilize the information about the realized demand from the previous periods in order to make decisions for future
stages in an adjustable way. The computational experiments show that the affinely adjustable
model produces solutions, which perform significantly better than the nominal solutions (received, when all the parameters are assumed to be deterministic), not only on average, but
also in the worst case, when the uncertainty is in place. The trade-off between reduction of the
conservatism of the model and the uncertainty protection is investigated as well.

Resumé
Denne afhandling beskæftiger sig med supply chain koordinering ved hjælp af prisnedslag. Ved
at introducere et prisnedslag i nogle perioder vil leverandøren være i stand til at give sine
kunder incitament til at ændre deres ordremønster på en måde, der reducerer leverandørens
samlede omkostning. Med de nye ordremønstre er alle parter mindst lige så godt stillet som før.
Vi ser på en to-delt supply chain med én leverandør og et antal heterogene kunder. Vi antager
et multiperiodisk miljø, hvor efterspørgslen varierer over tid. Prisnedslaget er midlertidigt,
tidsbaseret og er ikke betinget af ordrens størrelse.
Afhandlingen består af tre selvstændige artikler, der hver for sig fremsætter forskellige
løsningsmetoder til på en efficient måde at løse det beskrevne problem.
Synkronisering af kunders ordrer ved hjælp af prisnedslag. Den første artikel
fremsætter en eksakt model, der kan anvendes direkte til at løse probleminstanser af lille størrelsesorden. Til at løse større probleminstanser anvendes en mixed-integer baseret heuristik.
Den heuristiske algoritme er baseret på en separation mellem bestemmelsen af ordre/ suppleringsmønstrene og de krævede prisnedslag. En tilpasset Wagner-Whitin algoritme anvendes til
at beregne kundernes optimale respons på et prisnedslag. Omfattende numeriske studier viser,
at anvendelsen af heuristikken kan give betydelige fordele for hele virksomhedens supply chain.
For at øge leverandørens udbytte, udvikles en modifikation af heuristikken, der adskiller sig
ved at anvende en anden approksimation for prisnedslaget.
En Variable Neighborhood Search heuristik til supply chain koordinering med
heterogene kunder og multiple perioder der anvender midlertidige prisnedslag. Det
er ikke muligt at løse problemet optimalt for større instanser pga. et eksponentielt voksende
antal binære variabler. Denne artikel introducerer derfor en Variable Neighborhood Search
(VNS) metaheuristisk tilgang for at løse problemet. VNS er valgt på grund af dets enkelthed,
efficiens og effektivitet. Selvom den klassiske VNS er ikke-parametrisk, så er tre simple parametre inkluderet i den udviklede procedure. Dette gør det muligt at justere metaheuristikken for
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større instanser, samtidig med at kvaliteten af løsningerne bevares. Løsningsværdien for hvert
træk inden for det pågældende neighborhood opnås ved først at anvende en hurtig approksimationsmetode, der løser et shortest path problem for hver kunde. Herefter beregnes den eksakte
løsningsværdi, hvis nødvendigt. Eksperimentelle resultater viser, at den metaheuristiske tilgang forbedrer kvaliteten af mixed-integer baserede heuristiske resultater. Hertil kommer, at
en markant kortere beregningstid er en af metaheuristikkens fordele og grunden til, at den
anvendes til større instanser.
Justerbar robust optimeringstilgang til optimering af rabatter for multiperiodisk supply chain koordinering under efterspørgselsusikkerhed. I det tredje kapitel
modificeres problemet ved at inkludere efterspørgselsusikkerhed. Der anvendes en Affinely
Adjustable Robust Optimization model. Modellen producerer et discount schedule, der er robust over for efterspørgselsusikkerhed. Modellen kan også udnytte information om realiseret
efterspørgsel fra tidligere perioder for dermed at danne baggrund for beslutninger vedrørende
fremtidige stadier på en justerbar måde. Beregningseksperimenterne viser, at den affine justerbare model producerer løsninger, der klarer sig væsentlig bedre end de nominelle løsninger
(som fås når alle parametre antages at være deterministiske); ikke kun i gennemsnit, men også
i worst case når usikkerhed er til stede. Artiklen undersøger også trade-off mellem reduktion
af modellens forsigtighedsprincip og uncertainty protection.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis, the problem of supply chain coordination by means of discounts is investigated.
The general research question is which discounts (when and how much) the supplier should
introduce to make the customers change their order pattern in a way that maximizes the
supplier’s profit. The customers benefit while accepting the discounts as well. Although the
research is based on assumptions that are different from the classic price and quantity discount
studies, it is complementary to current revenue management literature. However, the methods
used by that approach are not applicable here. Various optimization techniques are applied to
solve the problem under consideration that mainly stays unchanged throughout the research.
In the beginning of the introduction, coordination in supply chains is discussed to fit the
dissertation into the theoretical framework of this field. Afterwards, discussion of some of the
major assumptions is presented followed by the description of the used methodological techniques. Also the motivation to choose these particular methodological techniques is discussed.
Finally, the structure and contributions of the thesis are given, as well as the directions for
future research.

1.1

Supply Chain Coordination

There are many definitions of the concept of supply chain management (SCM) available in
literature. One of them is provided by Simchi-Levi et al. [2009]: “A set of approaches utilized
to efficiently integrate suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses, and stores, so that merchandise is
produced and distributed at the right quantities, to the right locations, and at the right time,
in order to minimise system-wide cost while satisfying service level requirements”. From this
1
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definition, it can be concluded that SCM focuses on integrating processes across companies
from the suppliers to the end customers. SCM emphasises the interactions among channel
members with information and operation-based activities. In supply chain management, the
coordination and collaboration between its members are important [Roe et al., 2015].
Supply chains are very complex because they include numerous organizations and lengthly
time horizons may be considered. Therefore, a coordination system is necessary. Coordination
can be done in a centralized or decentralized manner [Arshinder et al., 2008]. Here, we will
concentrate on the latter.
There are different coordination mechanisms that can be divided into price and non-price
means of coordination. Regardless of the coordination mechanism, they all try to make sure
that each of the supply chain members is optimizing its decisions in a way that benefits the
whole supply chain [Sahin and Robinson, 2002].
Contracts can both involve prices and some other non-price mechanisms that coordinate
supply chains specifying the parameters within which a customer orders. Examples of the
contracts used for supply chain coordination include quantity flexibility contracts [Tsay, 1999],
sales rebate contracts [Taylor, 2002], risk sharing contracts [Gan et al., 2005], buy-back contracts [Wang and Zipkin, 2009], revenue sharing contracts [Cachon and Lariviere, 2005], and
option contracts [Barnes-Schuster et al., 2002]. In this research stream, contracts that allow
each party to optimize its own profit, which results in a globally optimized supply chain, are
developed.
Other non-price coordination mechanisms include exclusive service territories, quantity forcing, and service differentiation [Tsay and Agrawal, 2000]. Product allocation strategies as a
coordination mechanism are studied by [Cachon and Lariviere, 1999]. Also information sharing
and information technology can be viewed as a coordination mechanism [Sanders, 2008; Zhou
and Benton, 2007].
Price coordination is represented by discounts. Here, the main type is quantity discounts,
which are offered, if the customer orders more products. They are very common in the literature [Chen et al., 2001; Corbett and de Groote, 2000; Lal and Staelin, 1984; Lee and Rosenblatt,
1986; Tsay and Agrawal, 2000; Weng, 1995]. Further, Qi et al. [2004] apply a quantity discount
policy for one-supplier-one retailer supply chain with demand disruption. Li and Liu [2006]
study a single-buyer single-supplier system with one type of product with multi-period probabilistic customer demand and develop a quantity discount policy to achieve supply chain
coordination. Qin et al. [2007] consider quantity discounts and franchise fees as coordination
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mechanism in one-buyer-one-supplier supply chain with price sensitive demand. Tsai [2007]
presents linearization techniques for single breakpoint, step, and multiple breakpoint functions
of quantity discounts. Xie et al. [2010] develop a wholesale price-discount scheme for twolevel supply chain consisting of a single manufacturer and multiple independent retailers and
introduce early order commitment strategy. Huang et al. [2011] study a reverse one-buyerone-supplier supply chain and develop a quantity discount contract, where the payment to the
customer is exponentially decreasing in the number of false failure returns. Du et al. [2013]
compare two means of coordination, i. e. a quantity discount and a delay in payments. They
consider two-echelon one-buyer-one-supplier supply chains with price sensitive market demand.
In Inventory Management, temporary price discounts, which are used for supply chain
coordination in this research, have been studied since Tersine [1994] and Martin [1994] have
proposed an EOQ model that incorporates a temporary price discount. Later, deterioration of
items and non-regular replenishment time were included in the model [Wee and Yu, 1997].
To the best of my knowledge, a time-based temporary price discount for supply chain
coordination is first studied by Heydari [2014]. He considers a two-stage supply chain consisting
of one buyer and one seller with lost sales and fixed order quantity. The temporary price
discount is meant to change the timing of the customers’ orders.
It can be concluded that the research in the field of supply chain coordination by means
of discounts mainly concentrates on quantity discounts, single-buyer single-supplier supply
chains, and price-sensitive demand. The simple EOQ model is often used as a basis. The
problem studied in this research is a two level supply chain coordination problem with multiple
heterogeneous customers, multiple periods, dynamic demand, and a temporarily time-based
discount.

1.2

Dynamic Lot-Sizing

As the supplier and customers face classic uncapacitated lot-sizing problems, a short overview
of lot-sizing literature is provided here.
Dynamic lot-sizing problems are distinguished by their varying demand over a number of
periods. The objective is to determine the production periods and quantities such that all the
demands are satisfied and the total costs, which usually consist of unit production, set-up and
inventory holding costs, are minimized [Brahimi et al., 2006].

4
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Harris [1913] is considered to be at the outset of the research into lot-sizing problems.

His Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) model is a continuous time model with an infinite time
horizon that considers one item and has no capacity restrictions. The demand does not vary
over time.
There exist different classifications of lot-sizing problems. For a complete overview the
reader may refer to Belvaux and Wolsey [2001] and Salomon [1991]. Here the discussion is
restricted to single item deterministic uncapacitated lot-sizing problems, as these problems are
close to the current research.
Wagner and Whitin [1958] made a very important step from the EOQ model towards a
model that incorporates dynamic demand. Their uncapacitated single-item problem has a
finite planning horizon subdivided into several discrete periods; demand is given per period
and may vary over time. The authors developed a dynamic programming algorithm that solves
the problem to optimality in polynomial time. Later other authors improved the algorithm.
Federgruen and Tzur [1991] propose a simple forward algorithm which solves the general model
in 0(n log n) time and 0(n) space. They also develop a linear, i.e., 0(n)-time and space algorithm
for important problems with special set-up/order cost structure. Wagelmans et al. [1992]
present an algorithm to solve the economic lot-sizing problem in 0(n log n) time and show how
the Wagner-Whitin case can be solved in linear time. Aggarwal and Park [1993] obtain a faster
algorithm exploiting the structure of Monge arrays, which often arise if the costs are concave.
Geometric techniques are used by van Hoesel et al. [1994] to speed up certain types of dynamic
programs. Stadtler [2000] takes into account demand forecasts beyond a given planning horizon.
Among other techniques to tackle single-item lot-sizing problems, dual algorithms [van
Hoesel et al., 1991], valid inequalities [Wolsey, 1989], simple heuristics [Silver and Meal, 1973]
can be mentioned.
Further, review papers by Brahimi et al. [2006], Jans and Degraeve [2008] and Brahimi
et al. [2016] provide a comprehensive overview of literature in this stream.

1.3

Discussion of the major assumptions of the research

Some of the key assumptions are clarified thoroughly in this section in order to provide their
profound comprehension. Here, I would also like to argue their validity.

1.3. DISCUSSION OF THE MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS OF THE RESEARCH

1.3.1

5

Nonsensitive demand

In this research it is assumed that the total demand is non-sensitive to price changes. Therefore,
this is a special case of the general price-demand functions, e. g. d(p) = A − bp, where b = 0.
The assumption of demand non-sensitivity to a price decrease is adopted because of the
following reasons. First of all, there are numerous situations when this happens in practice, e.
g. customers are heavy equipment manufacturers and have stable demand for parts, which are
only a minor component of the final product, or price can be only one of many factors while
making a purchasing decisions [Lal and Staelin, 1984]. Secondly, the situations with price elastic
demand have already received a lot of researchers’ attention [e.g. Chan et al., 2004; Elmaghraby
and Keskinocak, 2003; Qin et al., 2007]. In contrast, the non-elastic demand is much less
investigated. Moreover, it is interesting to see in which situations offering discounts can result
in benefits when the total demand stays the same. Finally, the research is concentrating on the
addressing of the complexity of dynamic lot-sizing and customer heterogeneity.
It should be pointed out that in this research, only the total demand is insensitive to the
price changes and does not grow when the price decreases. On the contrary, the demand for
the supplier in a single period does increase when a discount is offered in that period. This
increase in demand is, however, not modeled as a simple relation between price and demand, as
this is done in revenue management, but by modeling the cost minimization problem for each
of the customers explicitly. As a consequence, a higher demand in periods with a discount is
offset with a lower demand in periods without a discount. This is another important difference
to the standard price elasticity models, where the demand is assumed to be independent of
the discounts offered in earlier periods. This gives a more accurate description of the reality in
some situations as it is rational to purchase more in periods with a lower price and decrease
the purchases when no discount is given. However, in real life situations, the total demand can
also be price sensitive if one would consume more when the average price is lower due to the
discounts offered. This can for example be the case with certain spare parts that one could
decide to replace more frequently, if one could buy them cheaper.

1.3.2

Deterministic environment

Although problems with uncertainty have been a popular research topic for a long time, deterministic models are still very useful in practice. First of all, stochastic models are often
computationally intractable. Shapiro and Nemirovski [2005] show that in general, multi-stage

6
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stochastic programming problems are intractable. In contrast, in deterministic models the
convergence to a solution is much faster due to a lower number of evaluations of the response
variable to reach the solution [Cavazzuti, 2013]. Secondly, stochastic models require a lot of
parameters to estimate uncertainty which are often difficult to specify reliably, i. e. probability distributions and sample spaces. Often an unrealistic number of observations is needed
to acquire this information [Ben-Tal et al., 2009]. Moreover, stochastic or robust solutions
may look odd to practitioners as their structure is generally very different from the deterministic solution [Wallace, 2000]. The willingness to accept probabilistic guarantees can be
controversial [Ben-Tal et al., 2009]. As a result, managers may feel reluctant to accept them.
Furthermore, robust solutions are primarily hedged against certain extreme situations, which
have a smaller probability to appear, and can be less lucrative if normal, more probable, conditions are in place. Finally, deterministic models may serve as a first approximation to a
stochastic setting.
However, in Chapter 4, this assumption is relaxed and demand uncertainty is assumed. As
soon as the correct demand distribution is still unknown, it is decided not to speculate about
it and apply Robust Optimization, where the uncertain parameter is assumed to be lying in
a user specified uncertainty set. Therefore, the information about exact distribution is not
needed.

1.3.3

Price discrimination

In this research, the supplier is allowed to offer different prices to every customer, which means
that price discrimination is possible.
Although the Robinson-Patman Act or Anti-Price Discrimination Act, adopted in the
United States in 1936, states that the supplier should offer the same price for the same product
to all his customers, in practice, different prices can be offered to different customers. Often,
only list prices for products are established, and a discount can be a result of a number of
independent decisions performed at different levels of the company. This leads to the situation where the final price, which customers are actually paying, is often not transparent and
intractable, and can be different for each customer [Phillips, 2005].
Moreover, nowadays, more and more companies sell not only a product, but a product along
with a number of services. Lightfoot et al. [2012] call it “servitization of manufacturing”. As
a result, the price of the same product can be different, depending on the services that the
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customer gets together with it.

1.3.4

Information structure

The supply chain members are independent companies who make decisions on their own aiming to maximize their own profit. However, it is assumed that the supplier has a long-term
trading relationship with its customers. Therefore, he possesses full information about their
demand and costs (or is able to infer their costs from their previous ordering behavior) and can
prognosticate the customers’ reaction to a certain discount. On the other hand, the customers
are completely unaware of the demand and costs of other supply chain members.

1.4

Methodological techniques

Various methodological techniques are applied to the problem: Mixed-integer Programming
(MIP) and MIP-based heuristics, Variable Neighborhood Search, as well as Robust Optimization.

1.4.1

Mixed-integer Programming

In the first paper, MIP is used to develop an exact model. MIP has been a reliable research
tool for many decades, both due to numerous theoretical advances as well as development and
constant refinement of powerful generic solvers based on branch-and-bound algorithms. The
first major advances in linear programming (LP) are related to the work of George Dantzig,
who introduced the simplex method, a well-known algorithm for solving LP problems that
minimizes a linear objective under a set of linear constraints by following a path along the
extreme points of the feasible region [Dantzig, 1947; Dantzig et al., 1955]. Another more
computationally efficient method to find an optimal solution for a linear problem is developed
by Karmakar [1984]. In this method, a path through the inside of the feasible region is used
instead of following only the extreme points.
In a MIP problem, not all the optimization variables are continuous; some of them are forced
to take integer values. Although there are some special cases when solving LP-relaxation of an
integer problem will always result in an integer solution (if the problem has the form max cT x
such that Ax = b, where A, b, c are all integer and matrix A is totally unimodular or totally
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dual integral), the solution to LP-relaxation in general is not guaranteed to be optimal for the
corresponding MIP problem and therefore, MIP problems are difficult to solve [Schrijver, 1998].
However, exact and heuristic algorithms are available for these problems. The first algorithm
developed for integer programming problems that is proved to converge in a finite number of
steps is a cutting plain algorithm [Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1998]. These methods use linear
inequalities, named cuts, to shrink a feasible set iteratively until an integer optimal solution is
found. Cutting planes for solving MIP problems are first introduced by Chvátal [1973]; Gomory
[1958, 1963].
Branch-and-bound, first introduced by Land and Doig [1960] and named by Little et al.
[1963] in an application for the travelling salesman problem, is a universal method for solving
integer and mixed-integer problems and is still used in commercial solvers. The method is
based on solving LPs repeatedly and checking integer feasibility. If there are integer variables
that take non-integer values, one of them is chosen as a branching variable according to a
selection rule. Then, the problem transforms into two new problems. To one, an upper bound
to this variable is added equal to the current value of the variable rounded down; to the other,
a lower bound equal to this value rounded up. However, the branch-and-bound method in the
worst case is slower than a total enumeration. To reduce the number of steps in the algorithm,
efficient techniques that cut-off parts of the search tree, which cannot contain the optimal
integer solution, are added. In practice, branch-and-bound procedures almost always perform
better than cutting planes. Also multiple optimal solutions and a worst-case estimate of how
far from optimality the received solution is can be received. Later, branch-and-cut algorithms
that combine both branch-and-bound and cutting planes methods were introduced [Crowder
et al., 1983; Padberg and Rinaldi, 1989].
Unfortunately, because of a huge amount of binary variables, only small problems can be
solved to optimality in this research. To solve larger instances, MIP-based heuristics are used.
These heuristics include a broad range of algorithms that are applied to various optimization
problems. They are characterized by the fact that the main search takes place in a commercial
solver. They are attractive for industrial application due to their ease of development and
adaptability to different problem characteristics. Moreover, MIP-based heuristics are often
fast and provide solutions of a satisfactory quality. At the same time, there are no universal
heuristics suitable for any problem. Their performance depends on certain characteristics of
the considered problem [Maes and van Wassenhove, 1988]. Here, we give only a few examples
of MIP-based heuristics. Mercé and Fontan [2003] develop a MIP-based algorithm within
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a rolling horizon framework for capacitated lot-sizing problems. They divide the planning
horizon into several sub-horizons, which reduces the considered MIP model and decreases the
computational effort. Danna et al. [2005] improve a feasible solution to a MIP model using
local search techniques. Based on the information from the continuous relaxation of the MIP
model, a promising neighborhood is constructed. The authors formulate the neighborhood
exploration as a MIP model itself and solve it recursively. The approach outperforms default
CPLEX MIP on very difficult models. Dolgui et al. [2006] consider a line balancing problem and
develop exact and heuristic methods that are based on a MIP approach. The heuristic methods
use a decomposition technique partitioning the initial set of operations into several disjoint
subsets. He et al. [2015] propose an improved MIP heuristic combining branch-and-bound,
Lagrangian relaxation, and linear programming relaxation for the intermodal hub location
problem. Jaśkowski et al. [2016] solve the machine reassignment problem combining a large
neighborhood search with MIP techniques. In their algorithm, a MIP-based heuristic searches
a subset of processes that can be reassigned to a subset of machines. In each of these examples,
MIP heuristics provided fast and qualitative solutions. It can be concluded that these heuristics
can be applied to solve complex problems in an efficient way.
In the MIP-based heuristics proposed in this research, the original problem is divided into
subproblems: first, necessary input parameters are calculated using approximate algorithms
to speed up the solution process; then, order and replenishment schedules are determined
using a MIP formulation; and finally, the exact discounts needed to obtain these schedules
are calculated. In one of the heuristics, it is assumed that the discount, we need to offer to
a customer, is equal to his cost increase if he follows the order plan that the supplier wants
to impose. The total cost of customers before the introduction of discounts is determined
beforehand. In the other heuristic, it is assumed that the discounts are not influenced by the
discounts given in previous periods. Given this assumption, the discounts required for every
possible order can be calculated in advance. These approximations result in MIP formulations
with fewer binary variables used at the next step to determine order and replenishment patterns,
which helps to reduce the solution time. In the end, an exact algorithm is used to calculate
the final discount.
There have been challenges in developing MIP-based heuristics for the problem under consideration. First of all, it was difficult to come up with an approximation that would be easy to
solve using commercial solvers and, at the same time, would provide solutions that are close to
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the exact solutions. Secondly, developing an algorithm that calculates which discounts should
be given to a customer to achieve a certain order pattern was not straightforward.

1.4.2

Variable Neighborhood Search

To be able to solve even larger problems, a well-known metaheuristic Variable Neighborhood
Search (VNS) is applied. Metaheuristics are higher level heuristics that are not problem specific
and can solve various hard optimization problems without profoundly adapting to it [Glover
and Kochenberger, 2003]. Glover [1986] is the first to introduce the term “metaheuristic”
together with development of Tabu Search. Metaheuristics are applied to difficult optimization
problems that cannot be solved to optimality within a reasonable time limit due to a large set
of possible solutions. They do not guarantee that a globally optimal solution will be found
but can often find good solutions with less computational effort than exact models or problemspecific heuristics [Gendreau and Potvin, 2010]. There are various metaheuristics: Simulated
Annealing [Kirkpatrick et al., 1983], Tabu Search [Glover, 1986], Genetic Algorithms [Goldberg,
1989], Genetic Programming [Koza, 1992], Ant Colony methods [Dorigo, 1992], and others.
They employ different strategies to guide subordinate heuristics but have one common goal:
escaping from local optima. Metaheuristics can also be classified according to a balance between
the exploration and the exploitation, the use of memory, and the number of solutions carried
from one iteration to the next [Birattari et al., 2001; Talbi, 2009].
VNS is chosen in this research for its simplicity, efficiency, and effectiveness. VNS is developed by Mladenović and Hansen [1997] and is based on an idea of a systematical neighborhood
change while descending to local minima as well as escaping from them. VNS, like some other
heuristics, is able to yield a good, near-optimal solution quickly. It is also possible to get an
optimal solution with a heuristic, but there is no proof of its optimality. In this research, VNS
is chosen both because of its relative simplicity and because of qualitative results obtained
within reasonable time.
VNS contains variable neighborhood descent (VND) and Reduced VNS (RVNS) [Hansen
and Mladenović, 2014]. VND is a deterministic part of VNS used for finding a local optimum.
VND is based on local search, which can be best improvement, first improvement, or a combination of the two. First, the objective function, the set of feasible solutions, neighborhoods,
and the initial solution are chosen. The procedure of finding an improvement within a certain
neighborhood is iterated until no more improvement can be found. While selecting neighbor-
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hoods for VND, it is important to consider their complexity, the order of their application, and
whether the selected neighborhoods are sufficient to make sure that the region containing the
initial solution is explored satisfactorily. As VND is used here within the framework of VNS,
it is enough to get a good solution, and not the best possible, which saves time. RVNS is a
stochastic part of VNS; at this stage the local minimum is abandoned and a new initial solution
is received. It is important to ensure that any feasible solution can be reached. Including randomness in the procedure of choosing a new initial solution can be a simple remedy here. It is
also crucial to select the neighborhoods used at this stage as well as the stopping condition that
determines how far the search space is explored. The whole feasible set of solutions should be
contained in the union of all neighborhoods. Nested neighborhoods, which ensure that closer
neighborhoods are explored more thoroughly, can be used instead of or together with partitioning neighborhoods. Examples of the stopping condition are maximum computing time since
the last improvement or maximum number of iterations.
The whole VNS procedure can be described shortly in the following way. First, the initial
solution x is constructed and improved with VND, then, it is modified in a random way (this
stage is often called shaking) and improved with VND. If a new solution x̄ is the same, the
procedure is iterated using the next neighborhood. If the solutions are different, but the value
of x̄ is not better than the value of x, then again the procedure is iterated using the next
neighborhood. If the value of x̄ is better than the value of x, the search gets a new center x̄,
and the search is restarted with the first neighborhood. The procedure is repeated until the
stopping criterion is met.
The main challenge while applying VNS to the supply chain coordination problem under
consideration has been to find efficient neighborhood structures, which was done by visually
comparing the heuristic solution with the best known solution.

1.4.3

Robust Optimization

In Chapter 4, demand uncertainty is included in the problem and Robust Optimization (RO)
is applied. Using nominal (deterministic) values, while uncertainty is in place, may result in
infeasibilities. RO is able to produce solutions that are robust against estimation, measurement
or implementation errors, which lead to uncertainty in parameters.
Although some concepts of RO date back to the seventies [Soyster, 1973, 1974], the major
contributions to the theory appear in the late nineties [Ben-Tal and Nemirovski, 1997, 1998;
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El-Ghaoui and Lebret, 1997; El-Ghaoui et al., 1998].
Another popular method to solve uncertain problems is Stochastic Programming (SP) [Birge
and Louveaux, 2011]. To use this method, one should know the distribution of the uncertain
data which is often difficult to specify. Another shortcoming is that many optimization problems, especially when the number of stages or players increases, become intractable, if SP is
applied.
On the contrary, while applying RO, no speculation on uncertain parameter distribution is
needed and computational tractability is preserved in many cases. The detailed description of
RO techniques can be found in Ben-Tal et al. [2009]. Here, only a short explanation of the
basic concepts is given.
An uncertain linear programming problem can be mathematically written as follows:
min
{cT x|Ax ≤ b}(c,A,b)∈U ,
x
where c ∈ Rn , b ∈ Rm and A ∈ Rm × Rn are the uncertain parameters residing in a compact
uncertainty set U . The inequality constraints Ax ≤ b must be satisfied for all the realizations of
the uncertain parameters inside the uncertainty set U . Thus, there is not a single deterministic
problem but a number of problems. In the solution process, a deterministic equivalent called
the robust counterpart is created for these problems:
min{cT x|Ax ≤ b} ∀(c, A, b) ∈ U.
x

The difficulty of a robust program depends on computational tractability of its robust
counterpart.
If there is uncertainty in the objective or the right-hand-side of the constraints, the problem
can be reformulated. Thus, without loss of generality, it can be assumed that only coefficients
a are uncertain. Moreover, robustness with respect to U can be reformulated constraint-wise,
and the uncertainty set U can be replaced by its convex hull. The uncertain parameter a can
be written in terms of a primitive factor ζ ∈ RL :
a = ā + P ζ, ζ ∈ Z,
where ā ∈ Rn , P ∈ Rn×L and Z is the uncertainty set for primitive factors. The vector ā is
fixed and is called nominal.
The easiest type of uncertainty regions is interval (or box) uncertainty. Constraint-wise,
this uncertainty type can be written as follows:
(ā + P ζ)T x ≤ b, ∀ζ : ||ζ||∞ ≤ ρ.
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The following linear robust counterpart corresponds to this constraint:

āx + ρ||P T x||1 ≤ b,
where ρ||P T x||1 is an extra “safety” term that accounts for uncertainty.
The advantage of the robust counterpart is that it does not have a semi-infinite structure
anymore and can be easily modeled as a set of linear constraints. However, the number of
variables and constraints grows.
Despite being simple and tractable, the box uncertainty very often results in a too conservative solution. In order to reduce the conservatism, other uncertainty sets were proposed,
e. g. ellipsoidal uncertainty [Ben-Tal and Nemirovski, 1999]. Unfortunately, the final robust
counterpart here is a Conic Quadratic Programming constraint. Another uncertainty set that
gives a possibility to control the conservatism, while having a linear robust counterpart, is
budget uncertainty set introduced by Bertsimas and Sim [2004]:

U = {ζ : ||ζ||∞ ≤ 1, ||ζ||1 ≤ Γ}.
In this uncertainty set, only Γ of uncertain parameters are allowed to take their worst-case
values. The resulting robust counterpart can be easily linearized.
In this research, Adjustable Robust Optimization (ARO) is applied. This approach is
proposed in 2004 by Ben-Tal et al. [2004] and is suitable for multi-stage problems. While in
classical RO, all the decision variables are determined in advance, before the actual parameters
become known; in ARO, only a part of the variables is fixed beforehand. The rest is determined
after some of the uncertain parameters realize:
(ā + P ζ)T x + dT y ≤ b,

∀ζ ∈ Z,

where x is non-adjustable and y adjustable. It is important to have a non-recourse situation,
i. e., the coefficients for the adjustable variable y should be certain.
The adjustable variables at a certain period or stage are treated as a function of the uncertain
parameters from the previous periods: y = y(ζ). In general, ARO problems are intractable,
but if decision rules are restricted to be affine, the tractability is preserved:
y = u + V ζ,
where the coefficients u and V are the new optimization variables.
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The Affinely Adjustable Robust Counterpart is:

āT x + dT u + (P T x + V T d)T ζ ≤ b,

∀ζ ∈ Z,

If the uncertainty set is a box, the final Linear Programming constraint is:

āT x + dT u + ρ||P T x + V T d||1 ≤ b,

∀ζ ∈ Z,

Affinely Adjustable Robust Optimization (AARO) appears to be near optimal or, in some
special cases, optimal [Bertsimas et al., 2010; Iancu et al., 2013].
While applying AARO to the problem studied in this thesis, it has been most challenging
to reformulate the resulting robust model in such a way that it becomes less conservative.

1.5

The thesis structure, contributions, and future
research

The dissertation consists of three self-contained chapters that are based on three papers prepared for publication in international journals. Each paper addresses the same research problem, i. e., supply chain coordination with the help of discounts, with a different methodological
approach: Mixed-integer Linear Programming, Variable Neighborhood Search, and Affinely
Adjustable Robust Optimization.
In Chapter 2, the problem is presented and solved to optimality for instances of a small
size using mixed-integer linear programming. To solve instances of a larger size, mixed-integer
based heuristics are developed. An optimal method to calculate the minimal discount required
to achieve a given order plan for a customer is proposed. Although the demand does not
increase when prices go down, the supply chain members still get benefits due to decreasing
inventory holding costs and replenishment costs.
Chapter 3 presents an application of a well-known metaheuristic Variable Neighborhood
Search to the problem under consideration. The classic procedure is modified by including three
simple parameters that allow adjusting the procedure for larger instances, while preserving the
solution quality. Numerical results show that VNS is at least 10 times faster than the mixedinteger based heuristic, while the quality of results remains the same or gets slightly better.
Due to this speed up, large instances with up to 40 customers and 60 periods are solved.
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In Chapter 4, demand uncertainty is introduced into the problem, and Robust Optimization is applied. As at the time of decision making, only a forecasted value of demand, which
is not accurate, is available to the decision maker, it is important to get a solution that is
robust against the demand uncertainty. The proposed adjustable robust model is also able to
utilize the information about the demand realized in the previous periods. It is verified that
the Affinely Adjustable Robust model produces solutions which perform significantly better
than the nominal solutions, not only on average, but also in worst case. The trade-off between
reduction of the conservatism of the model and the uncertainty protection is investigated as
well. Numerical results show that even if significant uncertainty is in place, supply chain coordination by offering discounts is possible and beneficial if the Adjustable Robust Optimization
methodology is applied.
The main contribution of the thesis is that it complements and extends the existing literature by defining a new research problem. Although there are many closely related problems
appearing in several fields, multi-period supply chain coordination with a temporarily timebased discount, non-sensitive demand, and multiple heterogeneous customers has not been
studied yet.
Moreover, an exact MILP formulation, two novel MILP based heuristics, and an optimal
method to calculate the minimal discount are developed. The adaptation of VNS, which includes three simple parameters that allow adjusting the procedure for larger instances, while
preserving the solution quality, is proposed. Furthermore, Affinely Adjustable Robust model is
developed to solve the problem with uncertain demand.
Finally, extensive numerical studies of the proposed models and algorithms are performed.
As the problem with this setting has not been studied before, no test instances could be found
in the literature and had to be randomly generated in a way resembling reality, described in
details in Section 2.4.
There are several interesting directions for future research. For the problem considered
in this research, it would be compelling to combine a metaheuristic approach with robust
optimization techniques as the Affinely Adjustable Robust model developed for the problem
produces good solutions, but is slow and cannot be applied for large instances. Research in a
somewhat similar direction has been done for a vehicle routing problem [Solano-Charris et al.,
2015].
Furthermore, the problem can be modified in various ways. It would be interesting to
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model a situation with two suppliers offering complimentary products and competing for the
customers. In particular, it can be researched which discounts a supplier should offer to its
customers considering the competitor prices. Here, the assumption that the discounts are to
be announced in advance can be dropped, and a game theoretical perspective could be applied.
Another development can be to include multiple products to the problem. The supplier
can offer two or more complimentary products to the customers that have different preferences,
or willingness to pay, for the products. The products may differ in quality and production
costs. Here, the research question can be how much discount is needed in order to change the
preferences for the customers from one product to another, if, at a certain time, the supplier
has large inventories of one of the products.
We assume that the supplier has perfect information about the parameters of his customers.
This research would be more applicable in practice, if this information is not freely available
and has to be determined in some way. For example, it could be obtained by analyzing the
past orders of the customers. Even if the parameters can not be determined exactly, a robust
version of the model could be used.
Finally, price elasticity could be introduced to the model. Although the problems, where
demand is price elastic, are quite common in literature, the authors assume that the customer
faces a demand in every period that is a function of the supplier’s unit retail price, which
increases as the price decreases [e.g. Qin et al., 2007]. It would be interesting to make the total
demand behave in this way, preserving the current structure of the demand for every single
period.

Chapter 2
Synchronisation of customers’ orders
using discounts

This chapter contains a revised version of the paper published in International Journal of
Systems Science: Operations & Logistics, Volume 3, Issue 3, 2016, pp. 148–162, as well as partially published in Operations Research Proceedings 2013, Selected Papers of the International
Conference on Operations Research (OR 2013), 2014, pp.75–81. It has been presented at OR
2013, the International Conference on Operations Research, September 3–6, 2013, Rotterdam,
the Netherlands and ICORES 2014, the International Conference on Operations Research and
Enterprise Systems, March 6–8, 2014, Angers, France.
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Synchronisation of customers’ orders using discounts

Viktoryia Buhayenkoa and Erik van Eikenhorstb
a
b

CORAL, Department of Economics and Business Economics, Aarhus University, Denmark

Faculty of Economics, Informatics and Social Sciences, Molde University College, Norway

Abstract
Conventionally, price discounts are offered to enhance demand, for example to get
rid of excess inventory. This paper, however, studies the possibility of using discounts
in situations when total demand is non-sensitive to changes in prices. By introducing
a discount in some periods, the supplier is able to give his customers the incentive to
change their order patterns in a way that minimizes his total cost. With the new order
schemes, all parties are at least as well off as before. A mono-objective reformulation for
this conflicting bi-objective problem is proposed and a mixed-integer based heuristic is
developed for the reformulated problem. The heuristic algorithm is based on a separation
between determining the order/set-up pattern and the required discounts. Extensive
numerical studies show that the application of the heuristic results in a benefit for the
whole supply chain. To increase the supplier’s profit a modification of the heuristic which
differs in the discount approximation used is developed.
Keywords: discounts; heuristics; mixed-integer programming; supplier’s profit maximization; dynamic lot-sizing.

2.1

Introduction

Discounts are a widely applied tool in contemporary business environments, which are, despite
their complexity, often used intuitively, relying solely on the experience of managers. Because
discounts have not only advantages but also disadvantages, the justification of their application
is discussed in early papers [Crowther, 1964].

2.1. INTRODUCTION
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Articles on quantity discounts mainly address the problem from the customer’s point of
view. For an overview of the research in this area, see Benton and Park [1996]. The discount
schedule is predetermined, and the customer has to decide how to act on the discount offered
by the supplier. The decision of the supplier about the discount schedule is not considered.
Nearly all articles looking at the problem of offering an optimal discount schedule from the
supplier’s perspective, assume that demand is price sensitive. Single-period models include
those extending the Newsvendor problem with discounts to clear excess inventory at the end
of the sales period [Khouja, 1995; Lau and Lau, 1988] and those based on dynamic pricing
policies applied within retail and other industries where the sellers have the ability to store the
inventory but not to replenish [Ke and Bookbinder, 2012; Wang, 2005; Wang and Wang, 2005].
Elmaghraby and Keskinocak [2003]; McGill and van Ryzin [1999] give comprehensive overviews
of the literature related to the second stream. In addition, the multi-period production problem
with dynamic pricing extends the lot-sizing theory to enhance demand [Biller et al., 2005;
Federguen and Heching, 1999; Li and Thorstenson, 2014].
Many articles belong to a large amount of literature studying channel coordination and
using discounts as a method of supply chain coordination. Most of them assume price sensitive
demand [Lau et al., 2012], a single customer or homogeneous customers [Weng, 1995] or a
single-period situation [Chen et al., 2001].
Another important stream of related literature is formed by dynamic lot-sizing models incorporating price decisions. Here the earliest research is done by Thomas [1970]. He proposed
a forward dynamic programming algorithm to solve the deterministic uncapacitated singleitem lot-sizing problem. Further, a number of authors considered uncapacitated single-item
lot-sizing problems with deterministic demand that together with production decisions accommodate pricing strategies [Bhattacharjee and Ramesh, 2000; Chen and Hu, 2012; Shiming and
Yano, 2006]. All these papers assume price sensitive demand. They often employ dynamic programming techniques. Jans and Degraeve [2008] give examples of lot-sizing models developed
for real life problems.
Despite the inherent goal of the discount scheme to compel the customer to order more,
the supplier can benefit from discounts even if the customer’s total demand does not increase,
simply because orders become larger and their frequency declines. Rosenblatt and Lee [1985]
point out that ‘this is obviously not a zero-sum game’ since both parties can get significant
benefits from the discounts. Benefits for the supplier may include processing fewer orders,
fewer set-ups, ability to obtain transportation discounts, and opportunity to use the buyer’s
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cash earlier [Monahan, 1984].
This paper, together with the papers discussed below, assumes that customers’ total demand
is independent of discounts. Situations when this assumption is relevant are discussed in
Section 3.2.
The problem of an optimal quantity discount schedule with inelastic demand has first been
analyzed from the supplier’s perspective by Crowther [1964]. He develops a model for a onebuyer one-product situation which is based on EOQ assumptions [Harris, 1913], in particular
assuming an infinite time horizon, and that demand and costs are constant. The model does
not determine a certain price but indicates a relationship between prices for orders varying in
size. Crowther discusses the possibility of extending the model to a number of customers of
different sizes. He suggests to determine the discount for the large customers first, and later
add a ‘mark-up’ for the smaller customers.
The seminal paper by Monahan [1984] also examines a single buyer-supplier relationship for
a one-product case. Monahan assumes an all-unit discount schedule with only one price break
and a lot-for-lot policy for the supplier. He suggests a formula for the optimal discount price
which depends on the supplier’s order processing and set-up costs, as well as the customer’s
order processing costs. The order pattern will change significantly when the supplier’s order
processing and set-up costs are much larger than the customer’s order processing costs. Banerjee [1986] examines the situation with the supplier being the manufacturer. He introduces a
parameter that accounts for the supplier’s production rate. Applying the same procedure as
Monahan, Banerjee finds the formula for obtaining the discount which has a more complicated
form than Monahan’s. If the supplier does not produce himself, the formula reduces to the one
given in Monahan’s paper which shows that Monahan researched a special case. Monahan’s
work received strong criticism due to its assumption of a lot-for-lot policy for the supplier,
and the fact that it overlooked the decrease in supplier’s inventory costs after introduction of
discounts [Joglekar, 1988]. This assumption is dropped and inventory costs are introduced to
the profit function of the supplier in all later research in this field.
Rosenblatt and Lee [1985] assume a linear relationship between the order quantity and the
price, and as a result, there are no breakpoints. According to the authors, such a discount
results in a ‘more equitable’ distribution of benefits between the supplier and the buyer —
the supplier does not receive all the benefits. They show that the optimal ordering quantity
of the vendor is an integer multiple of the retailer’s order quantity.

Lee and Rosenblatt

[1986] continue generalizing and improving Monahan’s model. The authors include constraints
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imposed on the amount of the discount which prevent unrealistic results when the buyer’s
optimal order quantity is infinite and the price becomes negative. Finally, they show that the
model offered by Monahan is a special case of their more generalized model.

Goyal [1987]

considers the restriction of Lee and Rosenblatt [1986] on the discount being unreasonable
and offers a simpler algorithm.

Busher and Lindner [2004] show that the algorithm of Lee

and Rosenblatt [1986] can result in an infeasible solution. They analyze the reasons for the
infeasibility and modify the procedure to avoid this.
In the research of Lal and Staelin [1984] the buyer represents a homogeneous group of
customers with the same demand, order and inventory holding costs. While developing the
EOQ model, the authors consider jointly supplier’s and buyers’ order and holding costs. As
a result, both parties are at least not worse off after the introduction of discounts. Lal and
Staelin assume an incremental discount schedule with many price breaks which is approximated
by an exponential price-quantity relationship, so that the seller’s price is a monotonically
decreasing function of the amount of the buyers’ order. The model is extended to include
several homogeneous groups of buyers with different ordering policies. All customers get the
same discount. Lal and Staelin’s model is improved by Dada and Srikanth [1987] who change
the buyer’s inventory holding costs so that they depend on the price and impose no additional
constraints on the parameters.
Kim and Hwang [1988] develop algorithms for various situations with multiple customers
which are different in their inventory holding costs. They assume an incremental and an allunit discount system with one price break. The problem is further analyzed assuming both
all-units and incremental discounts with multiple break-points by Chen and Robinson [2012]
who research the situation when customers are heterogeneous only according to their demand.
They use a Pareto-type curve to describe the heterogeneity. The same discount policy is offered
to all customers.
After analyzing the articles that develop an optimal quantity discount schedule when demand is non-elastic, it can be concluded that a situation with more than two players is not
considered until recently. If a number of customers are considered, they are either assumed
to be homogeneous or heterogeneous only in their demand or inventory costs. The models
presented in the articles are based on EOQ assumptions and are developed for an infinite time
horizon.
This paper studies the problem with one supplier and a number of customers who are
heterogeneous in their demands, holding and order costs, and assume dynamic demand over a
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finite time horizon. The paper researches a one-item case with the discount in the form of a
simple price reduction which may change over the time horizon. The current paper improves
the heuristic introduced by Buhayenko and van Eikenhorst [2014] in their short conference
paper and modifies it to increase the supplier’s profit.

2.2

Problem description and mathematical formulation

The supply chain studied consists of the supplier, who can be a manufacturer or a wholesaler
and customers, who normally have their own customers, which are not considered in this
research. The supplier is assumed to have a number of big customers with whom he has a
long-term trading relationship. Therefore, he possesses full information about the demand and
costs of each of them and can foresee how a customer would react to a certain discount. As a
result, he is able to determine which discount he needs to offer to compensate the increase in
the inventory costs of the customers and prompt them into ordering during the desired periods.
Thus, the supplier has a possibility to regulate the timing of his own demand using discounts
and can benefit from the reduction of his replenishment and inventory costs. This is also known
as a Stackelberg game with the supplier as the leader of the game. The aim of this research
is to develop the discount schedule that results in the best order policy from the supplier’s
perspective based on the information about the customers available to the supplier.
The major assumptions of this study are the following:
• All parameters are deterministic.
• Dynamic demand and a multiple-period finite planning horizon are supposed.
• A monopolistic situation of the firm or very high barriers for switching suppliers imply
that price levels of other firms need not be considered here.
• Customers and the supplier have no capital or warehouse restrictions.
• Customers are heterogeneous not only in their demand but also in their holding and order
costs.
• Customers are considered to be rational in their reaction to the discount which means
that they always choose the lowest total cost option available.
• Discount is in the form of a simple price reduction without price breaks.
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• Discounts are different for every single customer, price discrimination is possible.
• Discounts can vary from period to period.
• No backorders are allowed.
The fact that discounts can be different for every single customer is justified by Phillips [see
Phillips, 2005, pp.18–20].
This research is different from standard yield management where total demand can be
affected with prices. Here, price changes in one period will affect the demand in other periods,
but the total demand remains the same. If the price is low in one period, customers will be
induced to order in that period and there will be fewer orders in the following periods.
This situation can happen when the customers represent retailers with their own customers
who decide not to pass on discounts to them. Very often this setting is given by the circumstances. Such situations include those when:
• Customers are heavy equipment manufacturers and have stable demand for parts which
are only a minor component of the final product [Lal and Staelin, 1984].
• A physical cost of changing prices is too high — labor costs of changing shelf prices and
relabeling, the costs of producing, printing, and distributing price books [Levy et al.,
1997].
• Price decisions are time consuming for the corporate management [Bolton et al., 2010].
• Prices of the retailer are fixed by the government or a franchiser.
In these cases, despite getting items for a lower price from his supplier, the retailer has no
incentive or option to pass on discounts to his own customers.
The problem for both the supplier and his customers can be mathematically written in the
way presented below. The parties maximize their own profit. Standard single-item lot-sizing
constraints are in place.
The following notations are used in the model:
dit demand for every customer i(i = 1, . . . , n or i ∈ N ) in every period t (t = 1, . . . , m or
t ∈ M ). Demand of the supplier (i = 0) is the summation of his customers’ orders in
that period;
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pi unit price without a discount for every customer i and the supplier. The unit price for
the supplier is given in order to calculate inventory holding costs;
si fixed order processing/replenishment costs for every customer i and the supplier;
hi inventory holding cost percentage for each customer i and the supplier to carry a monetary
unit of inventory from period t to period t + 1; assumed to be constant over time.

The model operates with the following decision variables:
Hit inventory at the end of period t for every customer i and the supplier;
Sit binary variable for every customer i and the supplier in every period t; 1, when the
order/replenishment is performed; 0, otherwise;
Qit order quantity for the customer i and the supplier in every period t;
Dit discount offered to customer i in period t.
The problem can now be formulated mathematically as follows:
n X
m
X

Maximize

(pi − Dit )Qit − p0 h0

m
X

H0t − s0

(2.1)

S0t

t=1

t=1

i=1 t=1

m
X

The objective maximizes the profit of the supplier which is sales income minus inventory and
replenishment costs. For the supplier constraints (4.2) and (2.3) are in place:
n X
m
X

diu S0t − Q0t ≥ 0

∀t

(2.2)

i=1 u=t

Q0t + H0t−1 − H0t =

n
X

∀t

Qit

(2.3)

i=1

Meanwhile, each of the customers i minimizes its purchasing, ordering and inventory holding
costs. For every customer the objective function can be written in the following way:
Minimize

m
X

m
X

t=1

t=1

(pi − Dit )Qit + si

Sit + hi

m
X

(pi − Dit )Hit

∀i > 0

(2.4)

t=1

The following constraints for the customers are to be added to the model:
m
X

diu Sit − Qit ≥ 0

∀i > 0 , ∀t

(2.5)

u=t

Qit + Hit−1 − Hit = dit

∀i > 0 , ∀t

(2.6)
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Constraints (2.6) and (2.3) ensure the continuity of the flow. They guarantee that the
demand is satisfied from production or inventory. For t = 1 these constraints are slightly
modified since Hit−1 equals 0 (there is no initial inventory). Constraints (2.5) and (2.2) link
binary variables Sit with continuous variables Qit forcing Sit to take value 1, when Qit > 0.
The following non-negativity constraints are introduced as well:

Qit , Hit , Dit ≥ 0

∀i , ∀t

(2.7)

If considered as formulated above, the problem has two conflicting objectives. However,
it can be reformulated in the way proposed below. The objective for the customers can be
included in the supplier’s objective, which is transformed into cost minimization, instead of
profit maximization.
All possible order plans — the exact periods in which orders are placed, generated using
explicit enumeration — for every customer are precalculated. There is no initial inventory,
therefore orders are always placed and production always occurs in the first period. The total
number of plans is 2m−1 for every customer i. The discounts should be calculated in advance
for 2m−1 n possible order schedule permutations. The discounts associated with each order
schedule are calculated in such a way that the order schedule becomes the cheapest of all
possible order schedules for the customer. The algorithm for these calculations is the same
as the one described in the Discount Calculation step of subsection 2.3.1. The supplier must
choose exactly one order schedule for each customer while minimizing his order and inventory
costs as well as the amount of discount offered to the customers.
The following new parameters and variables are included:
ditz demand ordered in period t if customer i chooses order plan z (z = 1, . . . , 2m−1 );
fiz total supplier’s revenue loss for every order plan z due to discounts given to make plan z
the cheapest for customer i, fiz =

Pm

t=1

ditz Ditz , where Ditz accounts for discounts offered

in period t for customer i according to order schedule z and calculated using the algorithm
in the Discount Calculation step of subsection 2.3.1;
Xiz binary variable for every customer i (1, if the order plan z is used; 0, otherwise).
The decision variables are H0t , Q0t , S0t and Xiz where H0t , Q0t and S0t are defined in the same
way as explained above but only for the supplier which is customer 0.
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Objective (2.8) minimizes the sum of revenue which is lost when introducing discounts to

customers as well as supplier’s inventory and set up costs:
m−1

Minimize

n 2X
X

fiz Xiz + h0 p0

i=1 z=1

m−1
2X

m
X

H0t + s0

t=1

Xiz = 1

m
X

S0t

(2.8)

t=1

∀i > 0

(2.9)

z=1

Constraint (2.9) guarantees that exactly one order plan for every customer i is implemented.
Constraint (2.10) ensures that the amount produced by the supplier together with the
inventory left in period t is equal to the demand of customers in period t plus the remaining
inventory at the end of the period.
m−1

Q0t + H0t−1 − H0t =

n 2X
X

∀t

ditz Xiz

(2.10)

i=1 z=1

Constraint (2.11) forces S0t to become equal to 1 if Q0t is positive.
n m−1
X
2

max(ditz )S0t − Q0t ≥ 0

i=1

z=1

∀t

(2.11)

m−1

where max2z=1 (ditz ) is an upper bound on variable Q0t and represents the maximum of possible
demand that can be ordered by all the customers in period t.
The mixed integer model described above is a quadratic lot-sizing model and has an exponential number of binary variables for every customer, one for each possible order plan, and
requires an exponential number of subproblems, calculating parameters ditz , Ditz and fiz , to be
solved initially. Therefore, it cannot be solved within reasonable amount of time, except for the
smallest instances with the number of periods not more than 17 with 5 customers. Moreover,
there is insufficient memory to store the data for problems larger than that. While solving
larger problems with the help of heuristics described below, all possible order plans are not
generated.

2.3
2.3.1

Methodology and heuristic solution procedure
Mixed-integer based heuristic

The mono-objective reformulation offered in Section 3.2 cannot be solved in general due to the
exponential number of binary variables. Therefore, a mixed-integer based heuristic is proposed.
The heuristic algorithm is based on a separation between the problem of when production and
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orders should take place, and the amount of discount that has to be offered to each customer in
each period to make them order in the periods indicated. In order to determine when production
and order should take place an approximation of the discount is used. The approximation of
the discount is the increase in customers’ costs compared to his costs before the introduction
of discounts.
Parameters dit , si , hi , pi and variables H0t , S0t , Q0t and Dit are defined and used in the same
way as stated in chapter 3.2. The following extra parameters are used in the reformulation:
ωitk costs of ordering the demand from period t to period k (k = 1, . . . , m or k ∈ M ) in
period t (which may include order costs, purchasing and inventory holding costs) and the
minimum cost incurred up to period t. It is calculated for every customer i for every
period t and k (t ≤ k).
ci costs for customer i before the introduction of discounts.
The following decision variables are added to the model:
Pi total amount of lump-sum compensation from the supplier to customer i, which accounts
for the increase in customers’ costs when they deviate from their optimal solution.
Ritk binary variable; 1, if the total demand of customer i from period t to period k is ordered
in period t; 0, otherwise. This variable can be binary due to the Wagner-Whitin property
according to which, if an order is placed, it will cover the demand of an integer number
of periods.
The decision variables are H0t , Q0t , S0t , Pi , Ritk and Dit .
The solution procedure includes the following three steps:

Initialization step
The lot-sizing problem for each customer and the supplier is solved using the Wagner-Whitin
algorithm [Wagner and Whitin, 1958]. The production and order patterns before introduction
of discounts are obtained at this stage. They are further used in Discount Calculation step and
are a benchmark for results obtained in the Order Scheduling step.
Furthermore, the new parameter ωitk is introduced and calculated using formula (2.12)
according to the Wagner-Whitin algorithm.
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si + pi di1

k=1

ωitk =  minu∈M,u<k (ωiuk−1 ) + si + pi dik




 ωitk−1 + pi dik hi (k − t) + pi dik

t = k, k > 1

∀i > 0

(2.12)

t<k

Costs ci for customer i before the introduction of discounts are obtained as:
∀i > 0

ci = min ωitm
t∈M

(2.13)

Order Scheduling step
In the previous step, parameter ci , which is going to be used below, and parameter ωitk which
will be used further in Discount Calculation step, have been calculated. At this step, the desired
order and replenishment patterns are determined.
The idea is to incorporate the cost of changing the customers’ order patterns into the
objective of the supplier using the lump sum compensation that makes up for the increase in
the costs of the customers. This means that the customers’ cost increase is accounted for in
the objective. The lot-sizing problems for each of the customers are modeled as one of the
constraints to calculate the amount of the compensation required.
Objective (2.14) minimizes costs for the supplier:
Minimize

p0 h0

m
X

H0t + s0

t=1

m
X

S0t +

t=1

n
X

(2.14)

Pi

i=1

These costs consist of inventory holding and set-up costs, as well as the lump-sum compensation
for customers that replaces discounts here.
The model includes constraint (2.2) from the model discussed in Section 2.2.
Constraint (2.15) ensures that the amount produced by the supplier together with the
inventory left in period t is enough to satisfy the demand which corresponds to the summation
of customer orders that satisfy their demand from the current period t to a future period k. It
is analogous to constraint (2.3) from Section 2.2.

Q0t + H0t−1 − H0t =

n X
m
X
i=1 k=t

Ritk

k
X

diu

∀t

(2.15)

u=t

For t = 1, constraint (2.15) is slightly modified because H0t−1 equals 0.
For the customers, the problem is formulated using the shortest path reformulation [Eppen
and Martin, 1987], which models the order schedule as a flow that has to be maintained through
the time horizon. The following constraints, which are used to determine the shortest path,
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are added to the model. Constraint (2.16) guarantees that, since it is assumed that there is no
initial inventory, the demand for period 1 has to be ordered in period 1 and can be ordered up
to any future period k:
m
X

∀i > 0

Ri1k = 1

(2.16)

k=1

Constraint (2.17) ensures that when the demand is ordered up to the previous period, then a
new order must be placed in this period up to some future period k. This guarantees that the
demand for all periods will be satisfied:
t−1
X

Rik(t−1) =

k=1

m
X

Ritk

∀i > 0 , ∀t > 1

(2.17)

k=t

Constraint (2.18) ensures that the total cost of customer i after the introduction of lumpsum compensations is less or equal to the total cost of the customers before the introduction
of compensations. As a result, the compensation Pi is equal to the difference between them at
the optimum.
si

m X
m
X

Ritk + pi hi

m X
m
X

Ritk (

diu (u − t)) + pi

u=t

t=1 k=t

t=1 k=t

k
X

m
X

dit − Pi ≤ ci

∀i > 0

(2.18)

t=1

The complexity with respect to the number of binary variables is O(nm2 ) which is a significant decrease compared to the full model formulated in Section 2.2.
It can be shown that the model offered above ensures the total system cost minimization.
Supplier’s costs and compensations offered by the supplier to the customers are minimized in
the objective of the model. The compensations are a lump-sum that would compensate the
customer for ordering in the periods requested and represent the increase in customers’ costs.
By minimizing the total sum of compensations, the model minimizes the total system costs.
This statement can be proved, since

Pn

i=1

Pi which is minimized in the objective function (2.14),

can be received from the constraint (2.18) which can be written as an equality (2.19):

n
X

Pi =

i=1

Pn

i=1 ci

and

"m m
n
X
XX
t=1 k=t

i=1

Pn

i=1

Pm

the substitution of

Ritk si +

m X
m
X
t=1 k=t

Ritk (

k
X

u=t

diu (u − t)pi hi ) +

m
X

#

pi dit − ci

(2.19)

t=1

t=1

pi dit are constants and can be omitted in the objective function. After

Pn

Pi in the objective function (2.14), the received formula accounts for

i=1

minimization of total system inventory holding and replenishment costs.
This is, however, a heuristic solution because the total discount calculated in the Discount
Calculation step will generally be larger than the increase in cost which is the compensation
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assumed in the Order Scheduling step. As a result, the schedule obtained from the Order
Scheduling step could be non-optimal or even more expensive than the initial schedule with
no discounts. The total compensation from the supplier to customers

Pn

i=1

Pi obtained in the

Order Scheduling step is a valid lower bound for the problem, since the real total discount
(received at discount calculation step) will always be larger or equal to it. Therefore, the
solution obtained with a lower discount is a lower bound to the solution using real discounts.
The solution received in the Discount Calculation step is an upper bound for the optimal
solution, since this is a feasible solution to the problem.
Discount Calculation step
After application of the model described in the Order Scheduling step, the new replenishment/order patterns are determined. All the variables, except variables Dit , are fixed now.
Instead of directly determining this variable, a new parameter vit is introduced and calculated
in this step.
The idea is to calculate the discounted price vit that changes the original order pattern of
the customer to the order pattern determined at Order Scheduling step. The planning horizon
is divided into parts in-between orders. Each of them starts with a desired order period x1
and ends with a period preceding another desired order period y1 . The discounted price vit is
iteratively updated to make the desired order pattern, determined at Order Scheduling step,
attractive for the customer.
The following new parameters are introduced:
vit unit price for customer i in period t. Initially, the unit price is set equal to the original
price without discount;
ψitk amounts (demand and inventory). The larger these amounts are, the more the price
offered in period t influences the total costs of customer i. Parameter ψitk is calculated
using:
ψitk =





dik

t=k




ψitk−1 + dik hi (k − t) + dik

t<k

∀i > 0

The following indexes are assigned successively for every customer i:
x1 period in which the customer orders according to the order pattern received in the Order
Scheduling step;
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y1 period until which the order starting at x1 lasts according to the order pattern received
in the Order Scheduling step;
x0 period in which the customer orders according to the order pattern that is in place
before discounts are introduced received in Initialization step using the Wagner-Whitin
algorithm;
y0 period until which the order starting at x0 lasts according to the order pattern that is
in place before discounts are introduced received in Initialization step using the WagnerWhitin algorithm.
The number of assignments for every customer i is equal to the number of periods in which an
order is placed according to the order pattern received in the Order Scheduling step.
Index x1 is successively assigned to periods when customer i places an order according to the
order pattern determined in the Order Scheduling step; index y1 refers to the period preceding
the next order in the order pattern determined in the Order Scheduling step, or if there is no
next order — to the last period Z.
Initially index y0 is set equal to y1 . This establishes that y0 is never larger than y1 . Even if,
according to the order pattern in place if no discounts are introduced, the next order is placed
later than it should according to the order pattern determined in the Order Scheduling step,
the time horizon examined is contracted to y1 .
Index x0 is assigned to period t ∈ M and t ≤ y0 such that:
ωity0 =

min

u∈M,u≤y0

(2.20)

ωiuy0

which refers to the minimum in column y0 of the costs matrix calculated with the WagnerWhitin algorithm.
If x0 > x1 , we assign y0 = x0 − 1 and recalculate x0 using formula (2.20). This step is
repeated until x0 ≤ x1 .
If x0 = x1 and y0 = y1 , then the optimal price, which incorporates the discount, is found,
otherwise, the optimal price is calculated using:





vix1 := 


vix1 − (ωix1 y1 − mint∈M,t≤y1 ωity1 )/ψix1 y1

x0 < x1

vix1 − (ωix1 y1 − mint∈M,t≤y1 ωity1 )/(ψix1 y1 − ψix0 y0 )

otherwise

∀i > 0
(2.21)
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The formula (2.21) differs for the case when x0 < x1 , since the items ordered in period x0

are not ordered with the discounted price.
After calculation of the new price — parameter vit — the costs matrix, which is calculated
using formula (2.12), is updated using:








si + di1 vi1

ωitk =  minu∈M,u<k (ωiuk−1 ) + si + dik vit




 ωitk−1 + dik hi vit (k − t) + dik vit

k=1
t = k, k > 1

∀i > 0

(2.22)

t<k

A pseudo-code algorithm for a single-customer case is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 A pseudo-code algorithm for a single-customer case
1: for x1 ∈ M and Sx1 = 1 {
2:
let y1 = min(t − 1, Z), for t ∈ M, t > x1 and St = 1
3:
repeat {
4:
let y0 = y1
5:
let x0 = t, for t ∈ M : t ≤ y0 , where t satisfies (2.20)
6:
repeat while x0 > x1 {
7:
let y0 = x0 − 1
8:
let x0 = t, for t ∈ M : t ≤ y0 , where t satisfies (2.20)
}
9:
if y0 = y1 and x0 = x1 then stop
10:
find the discounted price using formula (2.21)
11:
update the costs matrix using formula (2.22)
}
}
Actual discounts Dit can be determined by subtracting discounted price vit from initial price
pi .
To give a better understanding of how Algorithm 1 works, an example is given for a customer
with a 5 period time horizon. This customer has order costs of 1000, inventory holding costs
are 10% of the product price, the default price without a discount is 100 and demand is 65, 40,
74, 58 and 61 units for the 5 periods considered. With these data the values for ωtk and ψtk
for this customer can be calculated as shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
Table 2.1 shows that currently the cheapest option for the customer is to order in periods 1,
3 and 5. The supplier would like to know which discounts to offer to make ordering in periods
1 and 4 to be the cheapest option for the customer. To achieve this, we need to make sure
that ω13 and ω45 are the lowest cost options in periods 3 and 5 correspondingly. At present in
period 3, ω33 is the lowest and in period 5, ω55 is the lowest. In order to obtain the desired
order pattern, i. e. to make ω13 and ω45 the cheapest options for the customer, a discount
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Table 2.1: Example for Algorithm 1. Calculation of ωtk
1
1 7 500
2
3
4
5

2
11 900
12 500

3
20 780
20 640
20 300

4
28 320
27 600
26 680
27 100

5
36 860
35 530
34 000
33 810
33 780

Table 2.2: Example for Algorithm 1. Calculation of ψtk

1
2
3
4
5

1
65

2
109
40

3
4
5
197.8 273.2 358.6
121.4 191 270.3
74
137.8 211
58
125.1
61
Table 2.3: Example for Algorithm 1. First recalculation of ωtk

1
1 7 148.35
2
3
4
5

2
11 310.31
12 148.35

3
4
19 709.9 26 841.99
20 288.35 27 248.35
19 710.31 26 090.31
26 509.9

5
34 919.97
35 178.35
33 410.31
33 219.9
33 190.31

should be offered in periods 1 and 4. Because ω33 depends on the price in period 1 as well,
offering a discount in period 1 decreases not only ω13 but also ω33 . However, introduction of a
discount leads to a faster decrease in ω13 because the latter depends on the price in period 1
to a greater extend, exactly ψ13 − ψ12 = 88.8 more.
We start from assigning index x1 to the period when the supplier would like the customer
to place his order and index y1 to the period preceding the next order, this results in the values
of x1 = 1 and y1 = 3. After that we set y0 = y1 = 3 and applying formula (2.20) determine
that x0 = 3. Condition x0 > x1 is satisfied, therefore we enter the loop in lines 6–8 of the
pseudo-code where y0 = x0 − 1 = 2 and x0 = 1. Now we get that x0 = x1 , therefore the loop
is broken and y0 = 2 6= y1 = 3, therefore we calculate the new price using formula (2.21):
100 − (ω13 − ω33 )/(ψ13 − ψ12 ) = 94.59. The price should be slightly rounded down, otherwise
ω33 will still be lower. This leads to the new results for ωtk in Table 2.3 with a price of 94.59
in period 1 and the default price in all other periods.
Note that the optimal order pattern for the customer obtained from Table 2.3 has order in
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Table 2.4: Example for Algorithm 1. Second recalculation of ωtk

1
1 7 148.35
2
3
4
5

2
11 310.31
12 148.35

3
19 709.9
20 288.35
19 710.31

4
26 841.99
27 248.35
26 090.31
26 495.98.9

5
34 919.97
35 178.35
33 410.31
33 189.88
33 190.31

periods 1, 3 and 5, which is equal to the result obtained from Table 2.1, before any discounts
were introduced. The reason is that in order to utilize the minimum value of ω received above
we need to have an order in period 4; else the order decision for period 3 is not used.
The next step is to set x1 = 4 and y1 = 5 and offer a discount in period 4 to make ω45
the cheapest option for period 5 instead of ω55 . y0 = y1 = 5, which leads to x0 = 5. Then
condition x0 > x1 is satisfied, therefore we enter the loop in lines 6–8 of the pseudo-code where
y0 = x0 − 1 = 4 and x0 = 3. Because x0 < x1 we can conclude that the cost ω55 does not
depend at all on the price offered in period 4, and therefore the discount must be at least
(ω45 − ω55 )/ψ45 = 29.59/125.1 = 0.24. Table 2.4 gives the final results for ωtk matrix with a
price of 94.59 in period 1, 99.76 in period 4 and the default price of 100 in all other periods,
which leads to the wanted orders in period 1 and 4. It can be also noticed that the minimal
total costs of the customer decreased from 33 780 (Table 2.1) to 33 189.88 (Table 2.4).
To compute the complexity of this algorithm it can be noted that each customer can receive
a discount in each period, so there are at most nm discount setting operations. Each such
operation, however, might require more than one step to set the prices. At each step the price
decreases and there will be a new cheapest order period, this means that at most m such
operations are needed, leading to a complexity of nm2 . The uniqueness of the solution follows
from the fact that only a certain discount in period t can give an incentive to the customer to
order until period k.

2.3.2

Modification of the heuristic which results in a higher profit
for the supplier

The numerical results presented in Table 2.12 show that the difference in costs is a poor
approximation for the total discount. Therefore, an alternative approximation resulting in a
higher profit for the supplier is developed.
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This modification is based on separation between determining the order/set-up pattern and
the discount like in the original heuristic. The shortest path formulation is used here as well.
The two algorithms differ in how the discount is approximated. In the modified procedure, the
order/set-up pattern is determined based on the possible discount prices calculated in advance
which results in a more accurate approximation of the discount.
Parameters dit , si , hi , vit , pi , x0 , x1 , y0 , y1 , ωitk , ψitk and variables H0t , S0t , Q0t are defined
in the same way as stated in Section 2.2 and Subsection 2.3.1.
The following new parameter is introduced:
ritk reduction in price large enough for customer i to order all demand from period t to period
k in period t given that no other discounts are offered.
The decision variables are H0t , Q0t , S0t and Ritk .
Initialization step
In this step for every customer i the discount is computed in advance for every possible combination of the starting period and the number of periods the order is placed.
The algorithm described in the Discount Calculation step of Subsection 2.3.1 is applicable
here. But the part where the prices are reset needs to be included so that, at any moment,
there is a discount offered in only one period, named x1 . It is included before the loop is broken
in line 9 of Algorithm 1. The amount of discount required is saved:
rix1 y1 = pi − vix1

(2.23)

The price itself is reset to be equal to p and the Wagner-Whitin cost matrix is updated. This is
necessary because it is not known which discounts will be selected in the final solution. Storing
all calculated discounts will perturb the calculations. On the other hand, discounts offered in
previous periods can influence future discounts, and that is why the discount obtained in this
step is only an approximation of the actual discount.

Order Scheduling step
In the Initialization step, parameters ritk have been calculated and are going to be used in the
model below. The parameters account for the amount of discount offered. Parameters vit —
prices for customer i in period t remain unchanged after this step. Objective (2.24) minimizes
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the sum of the revenue which is lost when introducing discounts to customers as well as the
supplier’s inventory and set-up costs:
Minimize

p0 h0

m
X

H0t + s0

t=1

m
X

S0t +

t=1

n X
m X
m
X
i=1 t=1 k=t

ritk Ritk

k
X

diu

(2.24)

u=t

Constraint (2.18) is dropped in this formulation. The other constraints described in Section 2.3.1 remain to be included.
Because this formulation is almost equal to the one in Subsection 2.3.1, the complexity of
this algorithm is the same. It has n fewer continuous variables and constraints.

Discount Calculation step
The order and set-up patterns are obtained as a result of solving the model described above.
They can be displayed using the variable Sit which shows whether an order is placed in period
t or not. For the supplier it can be received directly. For every customer i: Sit = 1 when
Pm

u=t

Ritu = 1 for ∀t.

After determining order and set-up patterns, Algorithm 1 of Subsection 2.3.1 is used to
calculate the actual discount. Actual prices vit are calculated in this step.
When the discount is approximated in this heuristic, it is assumed that only one discount
is given at a time, because the discounts offered in earlier periods are not considered. They
can, however, influence the discount which is currently being determined and, therefore, the
solution obtained here might not be optimal either. Because the total discount obtained from
the approximation in this heuristic is always lower than the actual discount required, this is a
valid lower bound. The solution received in the final step is the upper bound for the optimal
solution.

2.4

Computational results

To illustrate the effect on the supplier’s and customers’ profit of the discount schedules received
with the heuristic algorithms developed in this paper, test problems of various sizes have been
solved. Both heuristic algorithms were first applied to a single randomly generated problem
of a relatively small size to demonstrate the obtained solutions in a detailed and visual way.
Next, extensive computations with randomly generated data for problems of different sizes
were conducted to support the results and to show to which extent the results received with
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the two algorithms differ. Both heuristics and Algorithm 1 are coded using the modeling
language AMPL [Fourer et al., 2003]. All the computations were performed on Intel i7 2.4 GHz
dual-core with 8 GB of RAM. IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.51 was used to solve the models.
The data were generated in the following way:




dit = 


U (5, 150)

t=1

max(N (di1 , 0.25di1 ), 0)

t>1

∀i > 0

(2.25)

For the first period, the average demand for the customers is generated as a uniformly distributed number between 5 and 150. For the following periods, the demand is generated by
applying the normal distribution with the mean equal to the demand of the first period and the
standard deviation equal to 25% of the first period demand with a minimum of 0 to guarantee
non-negative demand levels in all periods. Demand data was generated in this way to differentiate the customers with high average demand from the customers with low demand. Demand
of the supplier is the summation of his customers’ orders in each period. Initial inventory is
assumed to be zero, so all customers order in the first period.
si =





5000n

i=0




U (2500, 5000)

i>0

(2.26)

Set-up costs of the supplier are equal to 5000 multiplied with the number of customers. Of
course, in reality the set-up cost is independent of the production quantity. Nevertheless,
for these computations the set-up costs depend on the number of customers because of the
following reason: since the demand for the supplier is the total demand of all its customers,
an increase in the number of customers results in an increase of the supplier’s demand. When
demand increases while set-up and inventory costs remain constant, the production interval
decreases. As a result, the supplier produces more often and there is less need to synchronize
the customers’ orders with his set-up pattern. The benefits of synchronization are larger when
the supplier has longer production intervals compared to the order intervals of the customers.
The high set-up costs may reflect the fact, that the supplier is a manufacturer or a distribution center that orders the product from the producer in another country; the shipment costs
are much higher than the transportation costs from the supplier to the customers. Order costs
for the customers are generated applying the uniform distribution between 2500 and 5000.
hi = U (0.05, 0.1)

∀i ≥ 0

(2.27)

The inventory cost percentage is generated uniformly between 0.05 and 0.1 for all the parties.
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Figure 2.1: Numerical example. Difference between the initial and final
order/set-up patterns. a — situation before discounts are introduced. b
— Original heuristic. c — Modified heuristic.

The initial price, before introduction of discounts, is 100 for every customer. The price of
the items for the supplier is supposed to be 70. It is used for calculating the inventory holding
costs of the supplier.

2.4.1

Numerical example

Data were randomly generated for a problem of size 5 customers and 20 periods.
Figure 2.1 shows order/set-up patterns before and after implementation of the heuristic
procedures described above. The periods in which the order/set-up is placed are coloured
dark. The set-up schedule of the supplier can be seen in the first row (0).
Before the implementation of the heuristics (pattern a in Figure 2.1), customers’ orders
were scattered, in smaller batches and very frequent in order to control their inventory costs.
Even if some customers ordered less frequently, their orders rarely coincided with the set-up
pattern of the supplier.
After the introduction of heuristic algorithms (parts b and c of Figure 2.1), half of the
customers order only when the supplier produces. The rest of them sometimes still order
in-between the supplier’s set-up periods but significantly less frequently.
The result for the supplier is summarized in Table 2.5. Due to the implemented discount
pricing schedule, the supplier’s profit was improved by 10 315 (for the original heuristic) and
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Table 2.5: Numerical example. Result for the supplier
Heuristic
Cost reduction due to coordination
Sales revenue lost because of discounts
Additional profit

Original
45 120
34 805
10 315

Modified
30 740
14 462
16 278

Table 2.6: Numerical example. Result for the customers
Customer
1
2
3
Original heuristic
Decrease in purchasing costs 2290.68 7287.79 11109.05
Increase in holding costs
1065.13 2641.72 4596.43
Profit
1225.55 4646.07 6512.62
Modified heuristic
Decrease in purchasing costs 2741.01 2085.19 5047.87
Increase in holding costs
1515.72 929.766 2675.57
Profit
1225.29 1155.53 2372.3

4

5

13909.78 212.14
5215.15 212.04
8694.63
0.1
4324.67
1775.3
2549.37

263.42
263.36
0.06

16 278 (for the modified heuristic). The original heuristic results in higher cost reduction for
the supplier due to a better coordination of the customers’ orders. On the other hand, the
supplier has to offer more discounts to the customers to achieve this coordination. Application
of the modified heuristic results in less cost reduction, but in total, the supplier receives more
additional profit because he needs to offer fewer discounts.
Table 2.6 shows that the profit of the customers increases as well. Only the profit of
Customer 5 remains almost unaffected when the heuristics are applied. This occurs because
his order pattern did not need to be changed much, and therefore the discounts offered to him
are minor. The increase in customers’ profit is greater when the original heuristic is applied.

2.4.2

Extensive computations

Next, 100 instances were generated using the random parameter generation described in Section 2.4 with 30 customers and 30 periods.
First, 100 instances with 5 customers and 17 periods were solved to optimality and applying
both heuristic algorithms to determine the quality of the heuristics. The size of these instances
was determined by the inability of the exact model to solve larger problems. Optimal supplier’s
profit was compared with those received with the help of heuristics. An average decrease in
supplier’s profit is 7,32% for the original heuristic and 0,24% for the modified heuristic. The
highest decrease in supplier’s profit is 56,03% in case of the original heuristic and 5,71% in case
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of the modified heuristic. In 60% of cases the modified heuristic was able to find an optimal
solution, while the original heuristic never succeeded in finding the optimum (the minimal
difference in profit is 0.003%).
The problem was then solved for all 100 instances applying both algorithms using the data
for 20 periods, and 10, 20 and 30 customers to measure the effect of the number of customers
on the quality and the complexity of the heuristics. In addition, the problem was solved with
20 customers and a time horizon of 10 and 30 periods to test the influence of the time horizon
length on the complexity and quality of the heuristics.
With the current specification of the heuristics, it takes only 24.6 seconds on average to
solve instances of size 20x20 compared to 167.3 seconds on average with the formulation presented by Buhayenko and van Eikenhorst [2014]. Computational times for the original and
modified heuristics are largely the same for all problem sizes due to the same complexity of
both algorithms. Solution times increase significantly when the number of periods is more than
20, while an increase in the number of customers affects the solution time more gradually.
Tables 2.7, 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 summarize the results obtained for the supplier during these
extensive computations. It can be noticed, that the inventory holding costs decrease significantly on average, especially when the original heuristic is applied. In several cases, the supplier
has no inventory holding costs at all. Set-up costs decrease slightly on average, except for one
instance type 20x10. The decrease is larger with the original heuristic. Revenue decreases due
to the introduction of discounts. This decrease is much smaller when the modified procedure
is applied, which results in a greater increase (by more than 6% on average) in the supplier’s
profit. The profit here is calculated by subtracting set-up, inventory and purchasing costs from
the revenue. Due to smaller absolute value of the profit compared to other parameters, its relative increase can be very significant. The highest increase in profit observed for the supplier is
326.13% for the original heuristic and 466.26% for the modified. However, when applying the
original heuristic, it was possible for one instance of class 20x10 to end up with a decrease in
the supplier’s profit (-4.57%). With the modification, an increase in supplier’s profit is achieved
for all instances. It can be concluded that although the modification results in a lower set-up
and inventory cost reduction for the supplier, his profit increase is higher because he offers less
discounts.
Table 2.11 supports the statement that customers experience a decrease in their costs as
well because the decrease in purchasing costs exceeds the increase in inventory and order costs.
In case of the original heuristic the decrease is more significant.
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Table 2.7: Percentage difference in inventory cost between results received with the heuristic
algorithms and the results before introduction of the discounts for the supplier

Original heuristic
10x20
20x20
30x20
20x10
20x30
Modified heuristic
10x20
20x20
30x20
20x10
20x30

Min, %

Mean, %

Max, %

St. deviation, %

Skewness

-100.00
-100.00
-100.00
-100.00
-100.00

-75.51
-79.48
-80.29
-85.68
-76.85

-12.87
-47.63
-25.32
-39.43
-31.14

21.97
14.16
15.23
13.80
16.35

0.496
0.236
0.807
1.052
0.363

-100.00
-98.15
-96.17
-100.00
-97.84

-58.71
-60.44
-61.40
-63.77
-55.83

-11.32
-12.49
-9.72
-0.18
-20.82

21.68
16.04
15.55
16.39
14.36

-0.089
0.222
0.448
0.566
-0.080

Table 2.8: Percentage difference in set-up cost between results received with the heuristic
algorithms and the results before introduction of the discounts for the supplier

Original heuristic
10x20
20x20
30x20
20x10
20x30
Modified heuristic
10x20
20x20
30x20
20x10
20x30

Min, %

Mean, %

Max, %

St. deviation, %

Skewness

-33.33
-40.00
-25.00
-33.33
-28.57

-7.03
-4.63
-3.32
0.33
-8.06

33.33
33.33
33.33
100.00
16.67

13.03
12.76
13.11
16.06
9.57

0.310
0.209
0.664
4.450
-0.405

-25.00
-25.00
-25.00
-33.00
-29.00

-1.89
-1.00
-0.61
2.01
-5.62

33.00
33.00
33.00
100.00
20.00

13.00
13.39
12.31
18.22
9.24

0.610
0.765
0.814
4.590
0.234
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Table 2.9: Percentage difference in revenue between results received with the heuristic algorithms and the results before introduction of the discounts for the supplier

Original heuristic
10x20
20x20
30x20
20x10
20x30
Modified heuristic
10x20
20x20
30x20
20x10
20x30

Min, %

Mean, %

Max, %

St. deviation, %

Skewness

-10.45
-9.48
-8.55
-7.63
-9.68

-4.64
-4.55
-4.43
-3.84
-4.59

-1.42
-1.93
-2.02
-1.18
-1.99

2.12
1.61
1.42
1.40
1.51

-0.697
-0.728
-0.393
-0.425
-0.481

-4.69
-3.56
-3.04
-3.81
-3.28

-1.77
-1.70
-1.69
-1.48
-1.68

-0.56
-0.72
-0.72
-0.45
-0.73

0.80
0.58
0.51
0.61
0.53

-1.041
-1.132
-0.657
-1.080
-0.729

Table 2.10: Percentage difference in profit between results received with the heuristic algorithms
and the results before introduction of the discounts for the supplier

Original heuristic
10x20
20x20
30x20
20x10
20x30
Modified heuristic
10x20
20x20
30x20
20x10
20x30

Min, %

Mean, %

Max, %

St. deviation, %

Skewness

5.60
8.78
10.03
-4.57
6.23

40.83
36.38
37.94
28.21
35.58

326.13
180.27
159.99
252.88
125.55

57.18
26.83
23.71
26.96
23.84

3.778
2.518
2.138
6.051
1.983

9.94
12.75
14.11
9.02
11.32

53.53
46.53
47.14
34.82
45.87

466.26
267.88
160.66
268.32
163.07

72.81
33.46
25.56
27.76
27.93

4.220
3.486
1.589
6.222
1.841
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Table 2.11: Percentage decrease in costs for customers after application of the heuristic algorithms
Min, %

Mean, %

Max, %

St. deviation, %

Skewness

Original heuristic
10x20
20x20
30x20
20x10
20x30

-4.94
-4.45
-4.00
-3.68
-4.59

-2.06
-2.01
-1.94
-1.67
-2.05

-0.38
-0.74
-0.75
-0.32
-0.75

1.07
0.82
0.72
0.73
0.76

-0.714
-0.793
-0.486
-0.527
-0.453

Modified heuristic
10x20
20x20
30x20
20x10
20x30

-1.71
-1.41
-1.13
-1.55
-1.18

-0.56
-0.54
-0.53
-0.48
-0.53

-0.11
-0.16
-0.19
-0.05
-0.15

0.34
0.26
0.23
0.29
0.23

-1.133
-1.251
-0.734
-1.215
-0.770

Table 2.12: Percentage difference between the lower bound obtained in the Order Scheduling
step and the upper bound

Original heuristic
10x20
20x20
30x20
20x10
20x30
Modified heuristic
10x20
20x20
30x20
20x10
20x30

Min, %

Mean, %

Max, %

St. deviation, %

Skewness

1.65
3.83
4.04
1.32
3.87

13.33
12.30
11.91
10.26
12.44

58.26
31.60
26.28
23.88
28.54

8.74
5.44
4.72
4.59
5.20

1.756
0.892
0.524
0.456
0.599

0.21
0.32
0.48
0.00
0.48

1.11
1.01
1.02
0.39
1.20

4.05
1.96
1.80
1.52
2.55

0.61
0.33
0.29
0.32
0.37

1.992
0.661
0.449
1.252
0.710
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Table 2.12 shows percentage difference between the real discount calculated in the Discount

Calculation step of the algorithms and its approximation calculated in the Order Scheduling
step. In case of the modified heuristic, a more accurate approximation is obtained.

2.4.3

Comparison with a randomized algorithm

The solutions were compared to those received with a randomized algorithm which randomly
assigns orders to periods. For the supplier the set-up is fixed in the first period, further
the set-up periods are randomly distributed with probability (m0 − 1)/(m − 1), where m0
is the number of set-up periods of the supplier in the optimal solution without discounts as
calculated in Initialization Step of the Original Heuristic. Once the supplier’s set-up periods
S0t are assigned, a random response for each customer i is generated. For periods where a
set-up takes place, other than the first period where always an order is placed, the probability
for having an order in that period is:




1

mi > S0




(mi − 1)/(m − 1)

else

(2.28)

where mi is the number of order periods for customer i before the introduction of discounts
and S0 =

Pm

t=1

S0t which accounts for the total number of assigned production periods. For the

remaining periods where there is no set-up taking place the probability of having an order is:




(mi − S0 )/(m − S0 )

mi > S0




0

else

(2.29)

This algorithm was run for the same amount of time as the modified heuristic. The comparison
of the performance of this algorithm with the modified heuristic can be seen in Table 2.13. It
can be seen that the modified heuristic clearly outperforms the randomized algorithm. Only
for one instance of size 20x10 the same solution was obtained.

2.5

Concluding Remarks

We introduce a new problem to determine the discounts offered to a set of heterogeneous
customers with dynamic but price in-elastic demand. For the bi-objective problem a monoobjective reformulation is proposed by including customers’ objective into supplier’s objective
and transforming the supplier’s profit maximization problem to a cost minimization problem.
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Table 2.13: Decrease in profit in solutions received with the randomized algorithm compared
to the modified heuristic
10x20
20x20
30x20
20x10
20x30

Max, %
-201.75
-109.77
-163.91
-39.54
-219.59

Mean, %
-28.46
-43.87
-63.80
-6.99
-91.82

Min, %
-4.79
-24.23
-29.09
0.00
-42.01

St. deviation, %
19.98
14.87
20.17
6.18
37.94

Skewness
-6.838
-1.568
-1.622
-3.459
-1.042

For the mono-objective reformulation a mixed-integer based heuristic is provided which is based
on a separation between determining the order/set-up pattern and the final discount required
to achieve this pattern. Since the supplier’s profit is prioritized in this research, the heuristic
is modified to further increase the supplier’s profit. The modification differs from the original
heuristic in the way the discount is approximated. The solution provided by the original
heuristic might still be accepted by the supplier because it minimizes the total system costs;
therefore it may be beneficial in the long run.
The research can be applied in many situations, for example where the supplier is not a
producer, but a distribution center which orders large shipments from other continents, and
therefore, has high ordering costs compared to the ordering costs of its customers. In this
case the supplier would like to distribute the items soon after the shipment arrives. Another
example is the situation when a company occasionally produces specialized subcomponents for
heavy industries and therefore faces high set-up costs.
The application of both heuristic algorithms has the following outcome:
• The supplier can coordinate his production schedule by influencing the orders of his
customers.
• The inventory holding costs and set-up costs of the supplier decrease.
• Customers receive a decrease in purchasing costs.
• In general, both the supplier and the customers receive net financial benefits.
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A variable neighborhood search heuristic for supply chain
coordination with heterogeneous customers and multiple
periods using temporary price discounts
Viktoryia Buhayenko and Sin C. Ho
CORAL, Department of Economics and Business Economics, Aarhus University, Denmark

Abstract
This research introduces a Variable Neighborhood Search metaheuristic approach for
the problem of determining a discount schedule in a two-tier supply chain. The supplier
decides how much discount should be introduced in each period to each of the customers,
aiming to maximize his profit. The customers, who are heterogeneous in their demand,
holding, and order costs, get benefits from ordering in periods with discounts, since the
resulting price reduction exceeds their increase in inventory and order costs. Solving the
problem to optimality is impossible for large instances due to an exponentially growing
number of binary variables. The problem is transformed into a problem of finding the
best production periods for the supplier. For this combinatorial optimization problem,
the initial solution is constructed by solving the problem without discounts. A two flip,
an n-block-shift and an n-shift neighborhood types are implemented in a Variable Neighborhood Descent. The solution value of each move within the neighborhood is obtained
by first using a fast approximate method that solves a shortest path problem for each customer. Afterwards, if needed, the solution value is calculated exactly. A random shaking
procedure that changes the number of replenishment periods is employed. Experiments
show that the application of the metaheuristic approach results in the same or improved
supplier’s profit when compared to the mixed-integer based heuristic [Buhayenko and van
Eikenhorst, 2016], and no inferior solutions are received. In addition, significantly shorter
computing time is an advantage of this metaheuristic that allows applying it to larger
instances.
Keywords: discounts; metaheuristics; Variable Neighborhood Search; supply chain
coordination; dynamic lot-sizing.
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Introduction

Supply chain members often make their replenishment decisions in such a way that it only
maximizes their own profit without considering the whole supply chain. But as soon as these
players are mutually affected by their decisions, extra benefits can be achieved if the whole
supply chain is optimized. In particular, the supplier can receive a significant decrease in
inventory costs if customers’ orders are synchronized with his replenishment cycle. Arshinder
et al. [2008] survey different means of supply chain coordination.
One of the ways to coordinate a supply chain is by discounts. Many researchers study
quantity discounts that coordinate mainly order quantity [e.g., Chang et al., 2010; Li and Liu,
2006; Munson and Rosenblatt, 2001]. Temporary discounts to change the timing of the customers’ orders, which are a subject of the current research, received significantly less attention
[Buhayenko and van Eikenhorst, 2016; Heydari, 2014]. Temporary discounts should not be confused with price markdowns [Chung et al., 2011]. Although, similar to temporary discounts,
the customer pays the same unit price regardless of how much he orders, price markdowns
are mainly used for clearance at the end of season or to sell obsolete merchandise because it
is not possible to sell the items at the original price any more. Price markdowns can be also
considered from a point of supply chain coordination [Simatupang et al., 2004].
A large amount of research on determining a discount schedule has been done in the field of
revenue management and dynamic pricing which assumes that the demand is price-sensitive [Elmaghraby and Keskinocak, 2003; Marban et al., 2012]. The former paper offers an overview
of the research in dynamic pricing. In the latter paper, a dynamic programming algorithm is
proposed for solving a problem with one supplier, one item, and a number of price-sensitive
customers. Some authors apply a game theoretical approach to the problem also assuming
price sensitivity of the demand [e.g., Ke and Bookbinder, 2012; Kohli and Park, 1989; Wang,
2005].
The problem of determining the optimal discount schedule in cases when the demand is nonsensitive to prices, are studied by Monahan [1984], Rosenblatt and Lee [1985], and Busher and
Lindner [2004]. Their papers are based on a simple EOQ model, apply optimal control theory
and study quantity discounts. The authors examine a single supplier-customer relationship or
the situation with homogeneous customers. Heterogeneous customers are studied by Lal and
Staelin [1984], Kim and Hwang [1988], and Chang et al. [2010].
This research is dealing with a multi-period supply chain coordination problem with tem-
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porarily time-based discounts. We consider one supplier, who can be either a manufacturer or
a wholesaler, and multiple heterogeneous customers. The total demand is insensitive to prices.
Buhayenko and van Eikenhorst [2016] solve the problem to optimality for small instances
with 5 customers and 17 periods and develop mixed-integer based heuristics that are able to
solve instances with up to 20 customers and 30 periods. Unfortunately, for larger instances, the
computing times become prohibitively large. Therefore, a different, faster approach is needed.
In cases, when optimal solutions are impossible to find for large real-life problems, or when
finding the optimal solution takes long time and the decisions should be made promptly, heuristic procedures are widely applied. One of the existing metaheuristics that has been actively
used for various optimization problems is Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS). It was first
formalized by Mladenović and Hansen [1997]. The main idea of VNS is to systematically change
neighborhood structures within the search to escape a local optimum.
To the best of our knowledge, VNS has not yet been used for solving the problems of
supply chain coordination. Nevertheless, good results are achieved when VNS is applied to the
problems that have some similar features. Almada-Lobo et al. [2008] report good results while
applying VNS to production planning and scheduling problems. Jarboui et al. [2013] propose
various VNS heuristics to find depot locations and to design least cost routes for vehicles.
They show that their best VNS method produces better or equal results faster compared to
Iterated Local Search and Tabu Search based heuristics. Xiao et al. [2014] develop a Variable
Neighborhood Search algorithm to solve uncapacitated multilevel lot-sizing problems. The
algorithm contains an effective local search method and an efficient and fast approach for cost
calculation. According to the authors, their method outperforms other known methods for
this problem type. Sifaleras et al. [2015] develop two VNS metaheuristic algorithms with new
shaking and local search strategies for the economic lot sizing problem with product returns
and recovery in reverse logistics. Their VNS algorithms outperform Silver-Meal based heuristics
and a Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. VNS is applied in the current research because
of its simplicity, efficiency, and effectiveness.
In this work, we propose a novel implementation of VNS to determine discounts that facilitate supply chain coordination maximizing supplier’s profit. Although the primal goal is
supplier’s profit maximization, all of the customers are at least as well of as before the introduction of the discounts. The procedure is assessed on sets of instances of different sizes used
in the literature as well as new larger sets of instances.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:

3.2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
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• A VNS metaheuristic procedure for solving a multi-period supply chain coordination
problem is proposed.
• Although the classic VNS is non-parametric, the procedure is modified by including three
simple parameters that allow adjusting the procedure for larger instances while preserving
the solution quality.
• The profit function is calculated using a fast approximate method so that the time consuming exact profit calculation can often be avoided.
• We employ a shaking procedure that changes the number of replenishment periods in
a random way. It allows obtaining solutions that would not be reached inside any of
the neighborhoods and can provide different starting solutions with the same number of
replenishment periods.
• To ensure that the search does not stay for too long in an unpromising area, we introduce
a parameter that changes the probability that the number of production periods is subsequently increased. The parameter is constantly updated based on the previous results
with a novel formula.
• We perform an extensive numerical study, which shows that our VNS heuristic produces
better results and is significantly faster than the mixed-integer based heuristics. Therefore, we are able to solve problems with two times more customers and periods.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the problem is described and the mathematical model is provided. In Section 3.3, the metaheuristic procedure is proposed. Extensive
computational experiments are given in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents the conclusions.

3.2

Problem description

This paper studies the problem of determining the most profitable discount schedule from the
position of supplier, introduced by Buhayenko and van Eikenhorst [2016], which lies in the field
of supply chain coordination. By offering discounts, the supplier is able to induce customers to
order in the periods, when he has a replenishment, decreasing his inventory and order or set-up
costs. Although inventory costs of customers increase, they are never worse off (in the majority
of the cases, they are better off) than before the introduction of discounts, because otherwise,
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they have no incentive to order according to the order plan that is desirable for the supplier.
Although the discounts are optimized from the point of view of the supplier, the customers
almost always benefit while ordering according to the new order plan, because this new order
plan has to be more attractive for them than the old order plan before the introduction of
discounts. Otherwise, they will not switch to the new order plan. Of course, the supplier tries
to give as little discount as possible. But when discounts are introduced, accidentally other
order plans can become cheaper to the customer. The discounts should be given in such a way
that only the wanted order plan is the cheapest, i. e. attractive to the customer.

3.2.1

Problem assumptions

We consider the situation of non-elastic demand — despite decreasing the price, the total demand stays the same. The offered discount only changes the periods when the customers order.
This situation is common in many cases. For example, when the customers are heavy equipment manufacturers and have stable demand for parts [Lal and Staelin, 1984]. Other situations
include numerous cases when the customers of the supplier due to various circumstances do not
pass on discounts to the end consumers, and as a result, the final demand does not increase.
It is assumed that the supplier has a number of big customers and possesses full information
about their inventory, order costs, and demand. Therefore, the supplier is able to determine
which discounts he needs to offer in order to change the periods of customers’ orders in the
most profitable way for himself.
The rest of the assumptions are summarized here:
• Multiperiod planning horizon is supposed.
• A single-item case is considered.
• The customers are heterogeneous in their demand, holding, and order costs.
• There are no capacity or warehouse restrictions for the supplier and customers.
• The type of the discount studied is a simple temporarily price reduction, which does not
depend on the amount of products ordered by the customers.
• The discounts offered can vary from period to period and from customer to customer.
• The demand is dynamic and differs from period to period.
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• The demand must be fully satisfied when it occurs, no backorders are allowed.
• Deterministic environment is considered.

3.2.2

Mathematical model

The following notation is used in the model:
I set of players with 0 representing the supplier and i = 1, .., I representing the customers;
T set of periods indexed by t = 1, .., T ;
Z set of order plans — the exact periods orders are placed — indexed by z = 1, . . . , 2T −1 ;
s0 fixed replenishment costs for the supplier;
h0 inventory holding cost percentage for the supplier to carry a monetary unit of inventory
from period t to period t + 1; assumed to be constant over time;
p0 unit price without a discount used by the supplier to register his inventory (the production
or purchasing costs of the product, incurred by the supplier during the replenishment. p0
is lower than the initial price offered to the customers);
δitz demand ordered in period t, if customer i chooses order plan z;
riz contribution margin the supplier gets, if customer i orders according to order plan z ∈ Z
PT

(

t=1 (pitz

− p0 )Qit ), where pitz is the discounted price for customer i in period t ac-

cording to order plan z. pitz is determined using an adaptation of the Wagner-Whitin
algorithm [Wagner and Whitin, 1958] in such a way that order plan z becomes the cheapest of all possible order plans. The procedure is described in detail in Buhayenko and van
Eikenhorst [2016].
The following variables are optimized:
S0t binary variable for the supplier in period t ∈ T (1, when the replenishment is performed
in period t; 0, otherwise);
Qit order quantity for the supplier i = 0 and customers i = 1, .., I in period t ∈ T ;
H0t inventory at the end of period t ∈ T for the supplier;
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Xiz binary variable for customer i = 1, .., I (1, if the order plan z is used; 0, otherwise).
The problem can be formulated mathematically in the following way:
T −1

I 2X
X

maximize

H0 ,S0 ,Q0t ,X

riz Xiz − h0 p0

i=1 z=1

T
X

H0t − s0

t=1

T −1
2X

Xiz = 1

T
X

S0t

(3.1)

t=1

i = 1, ..., I

(3.2)

z=1
T −1

Q0t + H0t−1 − H0t =

I 2X
X

δitz Xiz

t = 1, ..., T

(3.3)

i=1 z=1
I
X
2T −1

max(δitz )S0t − Q0t ≥ 0

i=1

H0t ≥ 0,

z=1

Q0t ≥ 0,

t = 1, ..., T.

S0t , Xiz ∈ {0, 1}

(3.4)

∀i, t, z.

Objective (3.1) maximizes supplier’s profit, which is the contribution margin the supplier
gets, if customer i orders according to order plan z minus supplier’s inventory and replenishment costs. Constraint (3.2) ensures that exactly one order plan for every customer i is chosen.
Constraint (3.3) is an inventory balance constraint which makes sure that the amount replenished by the supplier together with the inventory left in period t is equal to the demand of
customers in period t plus the remaining inventory at the end of the period. Constraint (3.4)
links binary variables with continuous variables, forcing S0t to become equal to 1, if Q0t is
positive.
Parameters riz and δitz are calculated in advance for order plan z ∈ Z. Afterwards, the
described optimization model is used. The replenishment plan for the supplier (periods, in
which he replenishes S0t and replenishment quantities Q0t ) is received after applying the model.
It is also decided, which order plan Xiz is chosen for customer i = 1, .., I. Further, the discount
for periods t ∈ T can be calculated using a separate algorithm, described in Buhayenko and
van Eikenhorst [2016].
In its initial representation, the developed model is a non-linear mixed integer programming
model as the objective function and one of the constraints are non-linear. Nevertheless, because
parameter riz is calculated in advance, objective (3.1) is not non-linear any more. The model
described above contains one non-linear constraint (3.4), which is a “big-M” constraint and can
be easily linearized by precomputing

PI

i=1

T −1

2
maxz=1
(δitz ). The model itself is relatively simple,

but as soon as the number of possible order plans grows exponentially, the number of binary
variables for every possible order plan for every customer also increases exponentially. Moreover,
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the total contribution margins riz should be calculated for all 2T −1 I possible order plans in
advance. That is why the exact model is solvable only for unrealistically small instances with
up to 5 customers and 17 periods. As the problem instances become larger, the computing time
grows exponentially, and there is insufficient memory to store the data for all the subproblems
solved beforehand.
Buhayenko and van Eikenhorst [2016] have developed mixed integer based heuristics which
do not generate all possible order plans Z. These heuristics are faster and solve instances with
up to 20 customers and 30 periods using reasonable computing time.

3.3

Methodology and heuristic solution procedure

A solution for the problem under consideration consists of the replenishment plan for the
supplier S0t and a vector of the discounts for customer i = 1, 2, .., I for period t ∈ T . The
optimal solution can be found by solving a mixed-integer mathematical model, in which exactly
one order plan z must be chosen for customer i = 1, 2, .., I, while minimizing the supplier’s
order and inventory costs as well as the amount of the discount offered to the customers. The
discounts associated with order plan z ∈ Z are calculated in such a way that order plan z
becomes the cheapest of all possible order plans for customer i. Then the discounts should
be calculated in advance for 2T −1 I possible order plan permutations. Therefore, the solution
space is extremely large, and it is impractical to solve the problem to optimality. Instead of an
exhaustive search among all the feasible solutions, the search in the current paper is restricted
to the neighboring solutions.

3.3.1

Initial Solution Creation

Creation of the initial solution, which is referred to in the algorithms as solution x0 , is a twostep procedure. At the first step, the initial order periods are found, which is the solution
obtained when no discounts are offered to the customers. For each customer, the problem
is solved using the Wagner-Within algorithm [Wagner and Whitin, 1958]. The orders of the
customers represent the demand of the supplier. After the dynamic lot-sizing problems for all
the customers have been solved, the demand of the supplier is fully known. Then, the supplier
can solve his dynamic lot-sizing problem, which gives his initial order pattern.
The second step consists of calculating the supplier’s profit for this initial solution. Although
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the solution of the dynamic lot-sizing problem of the supplier in the first step also gives a
profit for this solution, based on no discounts given, the supplier can nearly always improve
his profit by offering discounts even without changing his order periods. This is because by
offering discounts, the supplier can synchronize the customers’ orders to his replenishment
pattern, minimizing his inventory cost. The profit is thus calculated using the method for
move evaluation explained in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.2

Move Evaluation

The move evaluation procedure is used to calculate the supplier’s profit for the solution received
after a neighborhood move is performed in Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND). It is a
two-step procedure. At the first step, the supplier’s profit is assessed by applying a quick
approximation algorithm. If the profit received in step one is higher than the current best
profit, the second step is applied where the exact profit is calculated using a slower algorithm.
The first step consists of solving a shortest path problem for each customer. Modeling the
lot-sizing problem as a minimal cost flow problem is explained by Eppen and Martin [1987].
Without capacity constraints, as this is the case in our research, the minimal cost flow problem
is equivalent to the shortest path problem. The profit maximization problem is transformed
into cost minimization, which can be done because the total demand quantity is not effected
by the discount given. The problem consists of finding the cheapest customers’ order patterns,
from the supplier’s perspective, to satisfy their demands in all the periods. The cost of ordering
the demand from period t to period u consists of the inventory cost to the supplier, which is
zero if the supplier has a replenishment in period t, and the revenue loss for the supplier that
is required to give this customer an incentive to place an order of this size in period t. The
customer costs are incorporated in the revenue loss calculations as the order and inventory costs
of the customer determine when the customer would order without discounts. The revenue loss
costs are precomputed for every possible order pattern beforehand. For this approximation, it
is assumed that no discounts are given in any other period than period t. This procedure is
described in detail in Buhayenko and van Eikenhorst [2016, Section 3.1.3].
In Figure 3.1, the shortest path problem is illustrated on a small problem with 6 planning
periods. The supplier performs his replenishment in periods 1 and 4. The arcs represent
possible orders of one of his customers. Thicker arcs show orders for which, together with
required discount costs, the supplier also incurs inventory costs. For example, for the arc from
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Figure 3.1: Shortest Path Problem for Move Evaluation for customer i

period 2 to 4, the costs consist of inventory costs for holding the customer’s demand of period
2 and 3 for one period and the revenue loss costs needed to give the customer an incentive to
place an order in period 2 up to period 3. The cost function for the supplier’s costs is calculated
for every customer i separately as following:
gi (x) = h0 p0

T
X

(t − max(k|S0k = 1)

t=1

k≤t

T X
u
X
u=t v=t

div Yitu +

T X
T
X

0
Yitu ,
ritu

(3.5)

t=1 u=t

where
x represents the current solution that consists of the supplier’s replenishment schedule S0t ;
div demand for customer i in period v;
0
minimal revenue loss, if customer i orders the demand from period t to period u in period
ritu

t;
Yitu binary variable for customer i = 1, .., I (1, if customer i orders the demand from period
t to period u in period t; 0, otherwise).
In the end, the order costs are added to the approximated costs and comparison with the
best costs is performed. The cost function can easily be transformed to the profit function:
fi (x) =

T X
T
X

ritu Yitu − h0 p0

t=1 u=t

T
X
t=1

(t − max(k|S0k = 1)
k≤t

T X
u
X

div Yitu ,

(3.6)

u=t v=t

where
ritu contribution margin, the supplier gets, if customer i orders the demand from period t to
period u in period t.
The revenue loss or contribution margin calculations in the first step assume that a discount
is given only in one period (period t). Nevertheless, if discounts are given in previous periods,
a larger discount can be required in period t to give a sufficient incentive for the customer to
place an order in period t up to period u. Thus, the total required discount obtained in the first
step is a lower bound on the actual discount required. Therefore, the second step of the move
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Figure 3.2: Two-Flip Neighborhood

evaluation only needs to be calculated, if the supplier’s profit after step one is higher than the
current best profit.
At the second step of the move evaluation, the actual discounts given in each period are
calculated, and the exact profit is obtained. Here, the same procedure as the one used in the
shortest path algorithm for discount cost calculation is used to calculate the required discount.
But the discounts given in the earlier periods are retained, when calculating the discounts for
later periods.

3.3.3

Variable Neighborhood Descent

Our implementation of the variable neighborhood descent contains three types of neighborhood
structures: a two-flip move, an n-block shift move, and an n-shift move.
The two-flip move flips one current replenishment period of the supplier to a non-replenishment
period and one non-replenishment period to a replenishment period: if S0t = 1 and S0t±α = 0,
then S0t = 0, S0t±α = 1, where α = 1 . . . maxM ovement. The parameter maxM ovement
determines the number of periods, within which the search is conducted or search space restriction. As a result, it is possible to avoid exploring the whole neighborhood as the best
moves are generally located close to the current best replenishment plan. Implementation of
maxM ovement makes it possible to reduce the computing times significantly, which is especially important when instances with a longer time horizon are considered. In effect, this type
of neighborhood moves the replenishment period to another place in the planning horizon. The
procedure is shown schematically in Figure 3.2.
The second neighborhood type is an n-block-shift move where a whole block of n subsequent replenishments is shifted within the planning horizon. A block consists of two or more
replenishment periods and begins and ends with a replenishment period. When the block is
shifted forward, the number of periods between the last replenishment period before the block
and the first replenishment period in the block increases. At the same time, the gap after the
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Figure 3.3: n-Block-Shift Neighborhood

Figure 3.4: n-Shift Neighborhood

last replenishment period in the block and first replenishment period after the block decreases.
The number of periods in between the replenishments belonging to the block always remains
the same. The block can be moved in either direction until the difference between the last
replenishment period outside the block and the first replenishment period in the block (or the
last replenishment period inside the block and the first replenishment period outside the block)
becomes zero. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
The last neighborhood structure is an n-shift move. In this neighborhood, n independent
replenishment periods can be separately shifted to a new position. The shift for each of the
replenishment periods is done independently from each other, and all possible feasible shift
combinations are checked to choose the best shift option. Unlike the n-block-shift neighborhood,
this move allows a replenishment period to be shifted over another replenishment period. While
in the n-block-shift neighborhood, the number of possible moves decreases with an increase in n,
in n-shift neighborhood the number of possible moves increases exponentially with an increase
in n.
In the VND, all the neighborhoods are implemented using the best-improvement strategy.
The supplier’s profit for a new solution is calculated using the move evaluation procedure
from Section 3.3.2. The two-flip neighborhood is the primary neighborhood. Once no further
improvements can be found in this neighborhood, the n-block-shift neighborhood is tried for
maximum τ − 1 times, where τ is a number of supplier replenishment periods. If an improvement is found after searching an n-block-shift neighborhood, the search returns to the two-flip
neighborhood. In case none of the n-block-shift neighborhoods gives an improvement, the nshift neighborhood is used maximum maxShif t times. If an improvement is found, the search
returns to the two-flip neighborhood. Once no improving moves can be found in any of the
neighborhoods, the search ends for this number of replenishment periods. Thus, in total, there
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is maximum τ + 2 neighborhoods in our VND.
The pseudocode for the VND can be seen in Algorithm 2. x represents the current solution
— a set of replenishment periods for the supplier, vector S0t .
Algorithm 2 VND
Require: maxM ovement, maxShif t and x
1: improvementF ound ← true
2: while improvementF ound do
3:
improvementF ound ← false
4:
(x, impr)=twoFlip(x, maxM ovement)
5:
if impr = true then
6:
improvementF ound ← true
7:
end if
8:
if not improvementF ound then
9:
for n = 2, . . . , τ − 1 do
10:
(x, impr)=nBlockShift(x, maxM ovement, n)
11:
if impr =true then
12:
improvementF ound ← true
13:
break
14:
end if
15:
end for
16:
end if
17:
if not improvementF ound then
18:
for n = 2, . . . , maxShif t do
19:
(x, impr)=nShift(x, maxM ovement, n)
20:
if impr =true then
21:
improvementF ound ← true
22:
break
23:
end if
24:
end for
25:
end if
26: end while
27: return x.

3.3.4

Overview of the whole VNS procedure

Notice that none of the three neighborhood structures can change the total number of replenishment periods of the supplier. This means that solutions that have a different number
of replenishment periods than the initial solution can never be found using just these neighborhood structures. The introduction of additional neighborhood moves that would allow for
changes in the total number of replenishment periods of the supplier into VND are unlikely
to give any improvement, because it requires a reshuffling of all other replenishment periods
to find good solutions with more or fewer replenishment periods; otherwise, the new inferior
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solutions are immediately rejected. Therefore, a new solution in VNS is created by randomly
inserting or deleting a replenishment period, and then VND is applied to improve it.
The whole metaheuristic procedure is described in Algorithm 3 in a simplified way.
Algorithm 3 VNS
1: x0 ← GetInitialSolution()
2: x ←VND(x0 )
3: τ ← countReplenishments(x)
4: bestN umberOf Replenishments ← τ
5: timeLastImprovement ← 0
6: x∗ ← x
7: while timeLastImprovement ≤ maxN onImprM oves do
8:
% ← %U pdate(τ, bestN umberOf Replenishments)
9:
y ← U (0; 1)
10:
if y < % then
11:
τ ←τ +1
12:
x ←randomInsert(x)
13:
else
14:
τ ←τ −1
15:
x ←randomRemove(x)
16:
end if
17:
x ←VND(x)
18:
if fi (x) > fi (x∗ ) then
19:
x∗ ← x
20:
bestN umberOf Replenishments ← τ
21:
timeLastImprovement ← 0
22:
else
23:
timeLastImprovement ← timeLastImprovement + 1
24:
end if
25: end while
26: return x∗

In the beginning, an initial solution x0 is created following the procedure described in
Section 3.3.1. Solution x0 is immediately improved by VND shown in Algorithm 2. The
improved current solution x becomes our best solution x∗ .
Afterwards, the number of replenishment periods is either increased or decreased by one
depending on the value of the randomly generated parameter y = U (0, 1), namely, if y < %,
a random insertion is performed, otherwise a random removal. The new replenishment period
is inserted in a random way, without constructing a new initial solution, to make sure that
different starting solutions can be generated. The same principle applies when we decrease the
number of periods. This procedure represents the shaking phase of the algorithm.
Subsequently, the new solution x is improved by VND. The supplier’s profit of the solutions
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is compared using the move evaluation procedure described in Section 3.3.2, and if the profit of
the new solution fi (x) is higher than the profit of the current best solution fi (x∗ ), it becomes
the new best solution.
Finally, parameter % is updated to change the probability that the number of replenishment
periods will be increased at the next step, according to the original formula %U pdate:

% = 0.5 + 2 arctan((bestN umberOf Replenishments − τ )/bestN umberOf Replenishments)/π.
(3.7)
According to formula (3.7), if a better solution is found after a change in the number
of replenishment periods (in this case τ = bestN umberOf Replenishments and % = 0.5), the
probability that a random insertion is performed at the next step is equal to the probability that
a random removal is performed. When τ is lower than the bestN umberOf Replenishments (a
decrease in the number of replenishment periods was performed, but a better solution was not
found), it is less likely that a further decrease is going to give a better solution. Formula (3.7)
will increase %, which means that the probability of doing an insertion will be higher. The same
is true when τ is high, the probability of a further insertion is limited. Formula (3.7) therefore
allows the search to be random, while at the same time guide it towards the most promising
area of improvement.
The procedure is repeated until timeLastImprovement exceeds maxN onImprM oves. Initially, timeLastImprovement is set to 0. It is increased by 1, if no improvement is found. If
an improvement is found, timeLastImprovement is reset to 0.

3.4

Computational experiments

The computational experiments are conducted on Intel i7 2.4 GHz dual-core with 8 GB of
RAM. The heuristic is coded in Java 8.51.

3.4.1

Comparison of VNS with the mixed-integer based heuristic

To compare the performance of the developed metaheuristic procedure and the mixed-integer
based heuristic proposed by Buhayenko and van Eikenhorst [2016], the metaheuristic is evaluated on the same sets of randomly generated instances. The data sets can be downloaded here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4uFcUG8WHhwbGdnQ2RoT3hJc1U/view.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of the results achieved with VNS and the mixed-integer based heuristic
(average increase in profit received with VNS)
Instance size
Number of improvements
Average improvement, %
Maximal improvement, %

10x20
20
0.07
0.41

20x20
22
0.05
0.85

30x20
17
0.03
0.85

20x10
5
0.01
0.34

20x30
34
0.08
0.98

Table 3.2: Comparison of the average computing times (s)
Instance size
Mixed-integer based heuristic
Metaheuristic procedure

10x20
5.62
0.68

20x20
24.60
1.23

30x20
48.84
1.74

20x10 20x30
0.54 1027.48
0.01
111.27

The computational experiments are conducted on sets of 100 instances consisting of 10
customers and 20 periods, 20 customers and 10 periods, 20 periods and 20 customers, 30
customers and 20 periods as well as 20 customers and 30 periods. As the proposed algorithm
contains randomness, every instance is run 20 times, and the average values are reported.
While setting the parameters in this VNS procedure, there is always a trade-off between
solution quality and computing time. The better the solution quality we require, the slower the
algorithm becomes. At the same time, the test instances at this stage of the experiments are
relatively small. Therefore, it is decided to prioritize quality and set the parameters at their
maximal values, which means that all three types of neighborhood structures are included in the
search, and parameter maxShif t = 4, parameter maxM ovement is set to 0.2T (if the resulting
number is not integer, it is rounded to the nearest integer), and parameter maxN onImprM oves
is equal to 2τ .
The results of the experiments are summarized in Table 3.1. This table shows the number
of instances for which VNS found a better solution than the mixed-integer based heuristic,
the average increase in profit as well as the maximal increase in profit. It can be seen that in
all cases, application of the new metaheuristic procedure results in the same or an improved
solution, and no inferior solutions are found. The number of improved solutions, as well as the
average improvement, increases, when the size of the instances becomes larger. This fact, as
well as a significant decrease in the average computing time reported in Table 3.2, indicates
that the new procedure performs better and can be applied on larger instances.
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3.4.2

Parameter tuning

Here, tuning is performed for the three parameters of the metaheuristic procedure on sets
of 100 instances 20x30 and 30x45. Parameter maxM ovement imposes a space restriction to
every neighborhood of VND that shrinks the search space to a smaller number of periods. Its
maximal value is 0.2T , which ensures that all possible moves located relatively close to the
current best solution are included in the search. Parameter maxShif t is used in the n-shift
neighborhoods and determines the maximal number of replenishment periods that are shifted
during a move. It can also be set to 0; in this case, this type of neighborhood structure is
not used in VND at all. The maximal value for this parameter is restricted to 4, as when the
number of replenishment periods to be shifted increases, the number of all possible solution
combinations grows exponentially. Parameter maxN onImprM oves sets the maximal number
of moves without improvement in the VNS algorithm. When this number is achieved, the
search stops. Its maximal value is 2τ , which potentially allows to increase and decrease the
number of replenishment periods by 50%.
Although, for instances of size 20x30, the VNS is almost 10 times faster than the mixedinteger based heuristic (111.268 s compared to 1027.477 s), it still takes about two minutes
to solve one instance of this size. If the parameters are tuned, the solution time can be
significantly reduced without a noticeable decrease in the solution quality. Therefore, we first
decrease parameter maxM ovement to 0.05T and parameter maxN onImprM oves to 0.5τ .
The number of n-shift neighborhoods used is subsequently changed. Afterwards, parameter
maxN onImprM oves is increased to τ and 2τ . The results of the experiments are summarized
in Table 3.3. In addition to the parameters presented in Table 3.1, Table 3.3 also presents
the number of instances for which VNS gave a solution with a lower profit than the mixedinteger based heuristic as well as the maximal decrease in profit. Also, we tried to increase
parameter maxM ovement to 0.1T while keeping maxN onImprM oves at its minimum and
changing maxShif t, but it did not lead to better results. The best result is shown in bold. It
was achieved with maxM ovement = 0.05T , maxN onImprM oves = τ and maxShif t = 2. In
this case, the speed can be significantly increased (solution time decreases to 0.72 s) without
any loss in the solution quality.
In order to be able to solve instances with twice as many customers and periods than the
current biggest instance 20x30, the parameters are tuned on an instance of size 30x45. As it, at
this stage, is not possible any more to compare our results with those achieved with the mixed-

maxN onImprM oves
0.5τ
maxShif t
0
Number of improvements
32
Average improvement, %
0.07
Maximal improvement, %
0.98
Number of inferior solutions
2
Max. decrease in profit, %
-0.71
Av. computing time, s
0.28
2
33
0.08
0.98
1
-0.02
0.43

3
33
0.08
0.98
0
N/A
1.23

4
34
0.08
0.98
0
N/A
3.30

τ
0
33
0.07
0.98
2
-0.71
0.44
2
34
0.08
0.98
0
N/A
0.72

3
34
0.08
0.98
0
N/A
2.22

4
34
0.08
0.98
0
N/A
6.72

2τ
0
32
0.08
0.98
1
-0.02
0.59
2
32
0.08
0.98
1
-0.02
1.00

3
33
0.08
0.98
0
N/A
3.38

Table 3.3: Parameter tuning for instance size 20x30 (M axM ovement = 0.05T )

4
34
0.08
0.98
0
N/A
11.78
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of parameter values according to the average number of inferior
solutions found and speed

integer heuristic, the comparison in Table 3.4 is done with the best found result achieved for
each instance while changing the parameters. As we had 25 different random executions for each
instance with 32 different parameter settings, the best result out of these 800 executions for each
instance is taken. And then the average over 100 different instances is calculated. Parameter
maxM ovement takes values 1, 2, and 4, and parameter maxN onImprovingM oves changes
from 0.25τ to τ . The number of n-shift neighborhoods used varies from 0 to 4. The best result
is shown in bold. It was achieved with maxM ovement = 1, maxN onImprovingM oves = 0.5τ ,
and maxShif t = 3.
Pareto efficient average results for instances can be seen in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. While
performing tuning, there is a trade-off between the quality of the solution and the computing
time. Applying different parameter settings, belonging to the Pareto frontier, the decision
maker can make a trade-off between these two objectives. For example, if a certain time limit
is in place, the settings that provide the best average solution can be found.

3.4.3

Performance of VNS on larger instances

In Tables 3.5 and 3.6, the performance of VNS on large instances of sizes 20x30, 20x45, 20x60,
30x30, 30x45, 30x60, 40x30, 40x45, and 40x60 is presented. In Table 3.5, “average increase,
%” shows the average increase in supplier’s profit compared to the solution without discounts.
“Average minimal increase, %” stands for average minimal increase in supplier’s profit compared
to the profit without discounts. The minimum is taken over 25 random executions of the
algorithm on the same instance. The average is taken over 100 instances. Table 3.6 shows the

maxN onImprM oves
0.25τ
maxShif t
0
maxM ovement
1
Number of inferior solutions 27.40
Average profit decrease, %
-0.11
Maximal profit decrease, % -1.64
Av. computing time, s
1.55
maxM ovement
2
Number of inferior solutions 26.70
Average profit decrease, %
-0.09
Maximal profit decrease, % -1.14
Av. computing time, s
2.18
maxM ovement
4
Number of inferior solutions 26.00
Average profit decrease, %
-0.09
Maximal profit decrease, % -1.24
Av. computing time, s
3.16
3
20.50
-0.07
-1.58
4.05
16.10
-0.04
-0.82
19.33
13.40
-0.03
-0.87
84.00

2
24.70
-0.09
-1.63
2.00
21.60
-0.06
-0.95
3.87
20.80
-0.06
-1.28
7.91

19.20
-0.06
-1.21
2.56
14.50
-0.04
-0.85
7.10

16.50
-0.05
-1.17
3.41

2

11.00
-0.03
-0.74
38.45

12.90
-0.03
-0.99
7.54

3

18.20 13.90 11.00
-0.06 -0.04 -0.02
-1.01 -0.83 -0.36
5.91 14.75 151.51

10.20 18.60
-0.03 -0.06
-0.81 -0.94
114.54 3.94

18.50
-0.06
-1.57
10.26

4

0.5τ
0

8.00
-0.016
-0.42
247.95

12.60
-0.03
-0.98
21.85

4

15.70
-0.04
-0.82
12.87

17.10
-0.04
-0.83
5.98

2

18.50 15.50
-0.05 -0.04
-1.04 -0.82
10.63 26.07

18.70
-0.06
-1.08
7.07

18.20
-0.05
-0.95
4.44

τ
0
3

12.40
-0.03
-0.81
283.83

10.90
-0.02
-0.52
77.00

14.60
-0.03
-0.77
15.02

Table 3.4: Parameter tuning for larger instances, performed on instance size 30x45

12.60
-0.03
-0.72
54.37

4
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of parameter values according to the average profit decrease and speed

Table 3.5: Performance of VNS on larger instances. Average percentage increase in the supplier’s profit for the results received with VNS compared to the results with no discount
Instance size
20x30a
Average increase, %
45.97
Av. min. increase, %
11.36
Av. computing time, s
0.43

20x45
42.37
13.16
5.02

20x60
36.58
11.61
31.59

30x30
47.37
11.51
0.62

30x45
42.72
12.58
7.54

30x60
37.29
10.30
49.74

40x30 40x45
49.43 44.01
12.29 12.29
0.81 10.53

40x60
38.28
10.14
70.67

1

average profit values for the first 10 instances.
It can be noticed that, compared to the situation without discounts, there is a significant
increase in profit: up to 49 % on average for instance size 40x30. The minimal increase in profit
is always more than 10 %. Although, with the increase in the instance size, the solution time
also significantly increases, it still takes only slightly more than a minute to solve an instance
with 40 customers and 60 periods. It is not possible to solve instances of this size to optimality
or apply the mixed-integer based heuristic.

3.5

Concluding Remarks

The VNS metaheuristic framework is adapted to the problem of supply chain synchronization
by means of discounts. The three parameters, imposing a search space restriction, determining
the number of neighborhoods used and search termination, are included in the metaheuristic
procedure to be able to get qualitative and prompt solutions also for larger instances. Computational experiments show that VNS slightly outperforms the mixed-integer based heuristic
1a

The average computing time for this instance size is different from the one reported in Table 3.3, because
the values of the parameters are different.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Size

20x30
VNS
564324.14
578841.01
566083.14
537585.54
549268.54
672848.63
530419.09
1290288.78
1084952.16
1014016.19
No discount
428266.09
341321.23
385751.98
359047.48
356371.72
457847.13
367905.18
937850.22
776942.89
853437.79

693173.76
745914.05
593444.87
619048.12
579086.16
823162.01
674892.46
1436430.80
1577920.06
1443747.90

885923.91
1134720.70
827906.03
876695.52
894910.33
1121932.38
919700.40
1918384.73
2038187.43
1696678.19

20x45
1088983.20
711596.29
971958.82
962562.87
722077.72
1059471.21
937902.08
1707292.31
1406885.30
1574419.02

30x30
1743146.59
1427896.86
1365215.44
1725166.36
1206501.57
1849397.41
1531224.37
2553205.53
2574561.23
2638257.65

30x45

1190762.03 891729.06 1401455.14
1337936.35 362084.20 865573.32
823617.23 681931.44 958171.30
812690.45 712821.82 1351351.56
921139.33 423191.87 717093.13
1184015.56 741698.45 1368310.89
1102028.76 674908.82 1129125.32
1939002.45 1198658.02 1811652.50
2354265.82 917278.65 1863181.83
2271713.20 1338766.69 2264284.36

1458291.70
1912241.78
1201548.09
1163064.79
1316961.29
1610785.56
1432666.87
2599535.90
3061433.60
2603992.19

20x60

2224406.49
1599815.43
1287938.22
1899349.12
1147605.11
1988861.22
1782355.26
2499785.29
2762778.12
3625726.57

2657354.67
2476360.40
1892823.57
2455202.07
1811144.00
2689403.03
2323701.21
3561298.22
3815899.64
4147388.01

30x60

1033858.08
707651.32
887798.75
1125074.47
865029.16
938632.79
761601.29
1244894.56
1361691.47
1666059.62

1307990.49
1174359.43
1290778.28
1502810.10
1239915.54
1372969.92
1090097.43
1886082.65
1968821.36
1966850.03

40x30

1622776.07
1511192.87
1367681.41
1949290.88
1459416.77
1738016.30
1309389.62
1940715.80
2656428.93
2742369.60

2102211.61
2279211.67
1982624.18
2495755.28
2141793.61
2370435.73
1804322.88
2906815.99
3581101.54
3216311.13

40x45

2587080.56
2608838.05
1866398.33
2771562.09
2368879.96
2568652.05
2065854.91
2758612.90
3903022.97
4291677.22

3221772.55
3835526.15
2741429.97
3582056.26
3256688.86
3492979.65
2754071.96
4074584.92
5299628.92
4970183.60

40x60

Table 3.6: The profit achieved applying VNS on larger instances and the initial profit, without discounts, absolute average values
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in terms of solution quality and is at least 10 times faster. The metaheuristic was successfully
applied to large instances with up to 40 customers and 60 periods.
As a result, the supplier can influence the orders of his customers, offering discounts to them,
in order to optimize his replenishment plan and decrease his inventory holding and set-up costs.
Despite the increase in customers’ inventory holding costs, they benefit from the reduction of
purchasing costs and are not worse-off than before the introduction of the discounts. Therefore,
the final situation is beneficial for the whole supply chain.

Chapter 4
Adjustable Robust Optimization
approach to optimize discounts for
multi-period supply chain coordination
under demand uncertainty

This chapter has been submitted to International Journal of Production Research. It has been
presented at EURO 2016, 28th European Conference on Operational Research, July 3–6, 2016,
Poznan, Poland and partially presented at the 13th RORG session, October 9, 2015, Tilburg,
the Netherlands.
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Adjustable Robust Optimization approach to optimize
discounts for multi-period supply chain coordination under demand uncertainty

Viktoryia Buhayenkoa and Dick den Hertogb
a
b

CORAL, Department of Economics and Business Economics, Aarhus University, Denmark

Department of Econometrics and Operations Research, Tilburg University, Netherlands

Abstract

In this research, a problem of supply chain coordination with discounts under demand
uncertainty is studied. To solve the problem, an Affinely Adjustable Robust Optimization
model is developed. At the time when decisions about order periods, ordering quantities,
and discounts to offer are made, only a forecasted value of demand is available to a decision
maker. The proposed model produces a discount schedule, which is robust against the
demand uncertainty. The model is also able to utilize the information about the realized
demand from the previous periods in order to make decisions for future stages in an
adjustable way. We consider both box and budget uncertainty sets. Computational
results show the necessity of accounting for uncertainty, as the total costs of the nominal
solution increase significantly even when only a small percentage of uncertainty is in
place. It is testified that the affinely adjustable model produces solutions, which perform
significantly better than the nominal solutions, not only on average, but also in the
worst case. The trade-off between reduction of the conservatism of the model and the
uncertainty protection is investigated as well.
Keywords: Supply chain coordination; Adjustable Robust Optimization; discount.

4.1

Introduction

Traditionally, the supplier tries to meet the actual demand of his customers. But can he gain
more profit if he is able to influence the ordering pattern of his customers? In the course of
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the years, the study of numerous means of supply chain coordination has showed that not only
individual, but also mutual benefits can be achieved by means of synchronization. The variety
of research in this area can be seen in a review paper by Arshinder et al. [2008].
In this research we consider the problem of multi-period supply chain coordination by
means of temporary time-based discounts with multiple heterogeneous customers and dynamic
uncertain demand.
To reduce the complexity while modeling the supply chain, it is often assumed that the
prices, which the supplier charges his customers, are constant. In reality, however, prices
can vary within the time horizon and from customer to customer [see Phillips, 2005, pp.18–
20]. Changing prices with the aim of influencing the customers’ total demand and boosting
the supplier’s profit has been widely studied by dynamic pricing [Bitran and Caldeney, 2003;
Elmaghraby and Keskinocak, 2003]. Significant gains can also be achieved if discounts are
viewed as a way to coordinate the supply chain. Among the earliest papers to study channel
coordination by means of quantity discounts are Jeuland and Shugan [1983], Lal and Staelin
[1984], and Lee and Rosenblatt [1986]. More recent papers continue to investigate quantity
discounts as well as examine other forms of price adjustments [Buhayenko and van Eikenhorst,
2016; Du et al., 2013; Heydari, 2014].
The current research is also related to joint lot-sizing problems, where researchers usually
consider a supply chain with a supplier and a single customer or multiple customers working
in a cooperative manner to minimize the joint supply chain costs, which benefits the entire
network. Ben-Daya et al. [2008] and Glock [2012] provide a review of the papers in this stream.
Sari et al. [2012] include time-based temporary price discounts to the problem.
Joint replenishment problems are close to the problem under consideration as well. In this
stream the idea is to use group replenishments to save on order costs. The higher the order
costs, the more significant are savings. For a review on various algorithms used this problem,
readers may turn to Goyal and Satir [1989] and Khouja and Goyal [2008]. Cha and Moon
[2005] study the joint replenishment problem with quantity discounts.
Although many researchers (including the papers listed above) focus on studying deterministic problems, in real life, demand parameters are often not known exactly and are difficult to
estimate. Future demand is often forecasted based on historical data with the help of expert
opinions, and is therefore prone to prediction or assessment errors. This is considered to be one
of the main sources of uncertainty in any supply chain system. The problem is also known as
system nervousness, which appears, when downstream players continuously change the timing
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of their orders [Tunc et al., 2013]. As a result, significant costs associated with re-planning
can occur, if the realized demand differs considerably from predicted. The uncertain nature
of demand is discussed by Higle and Kempf [2011]. Bernstein and DeCroix [2015] quantify
the value of advanced demand information. The problem of incorporating demand uncertainty
into the production-planning processes of companies is discussed by Fisher et al. [1994] and
Ben-Tal et al. [2004]. Our research aims to develop a discount scheme that is robust against
the uncertainty in demand.
A classical way to address a problem of this kind is stochastic programming (SP) [Birge
and Louveaux, 2011]. Nevertheless, this approach is notorious for its severe computational
difficulties. It also requires insight into the distribution of the uncertain parameter, which is
almost always unknown in practice, and speculations about it are not precise. At the same
time, wrong assumptions about the distribution can result in a solution significantly deviating
from the optimal one [Shapiro, 1994]. Moreover, the resulting feasible regions of SP problems
are often nonconvex.
Robust Optimization, which was developed by Ben-Tal and Nemirovski [1997, 1998] and
El-Ghaoui and Lebret [1997], is used to model problems with uncertainty in this research. The
general theory and applications of robust optimization can be found in Ben-Tal et al. [2009].
For practical considerations regarding application of the robust optimization approach, the
reader may refer to the paper by Gorissen et al. [2015].
As opposed to Stochastic Optimization, Robust Optimization does not require stipulation
of the distribution of the unknown parameter. Instead, the unknown parameter is assumed to
reside within the bounds of a user-specified uncertainty set. It is ensured that the constraints
hold for all possible values of the parameter in the uncertainty set. If some knowledge is available
about the distribution of the parameter, it can be utilized by means of Distributionally Robust
Optimization, where the user does not commit to a specific distribution but instead deals
with a set of possible distributions [Wiesemann et al., 2014]. It is also crucial that Robust
Optimization is computationally tractable for many optimization problems and choices of the
uncertainty set.
Adjustable Robust Optimization, which is an important extension of Robust Optimization
for multi-stage problems, was proposed by Ben-Tal et al. [2004]. According to this approach,
some of the decision variables are modelled as functions (or decision rules) of the information
on the values of the uncertain parameters revealed in the previous periods. If general decision
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rules are substituted with affine decision rules, the approach remains computationally tractable
for large linear problems with fixed recourse and appear to be near optimal or, in some special
cases, optimal [Bertsimas et al., 2010; Iancu et al., 2013].
Robust Optimization has been successfully applied to various optimization problems. An
extensive overview of research in the field of robust optimization can be found in the survey
papers by Bertsimas et al. [2011] and Gabrel et al. [2014]. Among applications that are relatively
close to the current research can be distinguished applications to supply chain management [e.g.
Ben-Tal et al., 2005; Bertsimas and Thiele, 2006], a dynamic pricing and inventory control
problem for a make-to-stock manufacturing system [e.g. Adida and Perakis, 2006], an inventory
control problem [e.g. Ben-Tal et al., 2009], emergency supply chain planning [e.g. Ben-Tal et al.,
2011], an inventory routing problem [e.g. Solyalı et al., 2012], supply chain network design [e.g.
Pishvaee et al., 2011; Zokaee et al., 2014], a supply chain downsizing problem [e.g. Ashayeri
et al., 2014], a production planning and pricing problem [e.g. Ardjmand et al., 2016]. To the
best of our knowledge, the robust optimization approach has never been applied to the problem
under consideration.
This research extends an earlier paper by Buhayenko and van Eikenhorst [2016], who developed a deterministic mixed-integer model for supply chain coordination by discounts. The
algorithm for discount calculation is based on the classic Wagner-Whitin model, which is an
important methodological contribution that provides an optimal solution for problems with
deterministic dynamic demand [Wagner and Whitin, 1958]. Incorporation of demand uncertainty into the Wagner-Whitin problem has been considered as an important practical extension [Vargas, 2009]. In the current paper, we offer a discount schedule that ensures supply
chain coordination when uncertainty in future demand values is present. The distribution of
this parameter is not known, and the parameter resides in a user-specified uncertainty set. We
derive an Affinely Adjustable Robust Optimization model with integer “here-and-now” decision variables and continuous “wait-and-see” variables that are approximated by affine decision
rules.
Computational experiments testify that the affinely adjustable model produces solutions
which perform better than the nominal solutions, not only on average, but also in the worst
case. Already with a simple box uncertainty set [Ben-Tal et al., 2009], which ensures maximal
uncertainty protection, the robust solutions outperform the nominal solutions. The objective
function can be further improved assuming budget uncertainty [Bertsimas and Sim, 2004] which
helps to regulate the conservativism of the solution.
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The contributions of this research can be summarized as follows:

1. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to consider a robust supply chain
problem, where discounts are means of coordination. We develop an Affinely Adjustable
Robust Optimization model for this problem. Utilizing the proposed model, the supplier is
able to coordinate his customers’ orders with the help of discounts even if the demand is
uncertain.
2. We show that, even in the face of significant uncertainty, supply chain coordination by offering discounts is possible and beneficial if the Adjustable Robust Optimization methodology
is applied. On the contrary, if uncertainty is not taken into account at the modeling stage,
the resulting solutions do not perform well.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. In Section 4.2, the pricing problem
under consideration is described, and the nominal model is presented. Section 4.3 contains
the Affinely Adjustable Robust model. In Section 4.4, extensive computational experiments,
comparing the quality of the nominal and robust solutions, are presented. The conclusions are
given in Section 4.5.

4.2

Problem Formulation and Nominal Mathematical
Model

Here, we discuss the main assumptions of the problem, define the parameters used, and introduce the nominal model.

4.2.1

Main assumptions and definitions of parameters and
variables

We consider a single-product multi-period two-echelon supply chain problem with a supplier,
who can be a manufacturer or a wholesaler, and a number of heterogeneous customers of
different sizes, who might have their own customers. In this research, we are aiming to develop
the discount schedule that is beneficial for the supplier. At the same time, the customers are
also better off if they accept the discounts offered by the supplier. The supplier possesses full
information about the costs of every customer, whereas information about their demand is
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available in the form of forecasted values. This is not a very restrictive assumption, since the
holding and ordering costs can be inferred from the ordering behavior of the customer [Lal and
Staelin, 1984]. As a result, the supplier is able to determine the discount he needs to offer to
change the order pattern of his customers in a way that is beneficial for him. Although the
inventory costs of the customers may grow, the decrease in their purchasing costs makes the
new order pattern attractive for them.
At the beginning of the planning horizon, the supplier has to decide on the discount schedule,
as well as in which periods he is going to replenish. Also the customers have to decide on the
periods in which they will place an order. At the beginning of each period, the decisions about
production quantities, if the supplier chose to replenish in this period, and order quantities, if
the customers decided to order in this period, are made.
The temporary time-based discount represents a single price reduction and is given temporarily at a certain order period for a certain customer. The purpose of the discount is to
change the timing of customers’ orders, not the order quantity. Therefore, the discount per
item does not depend on the customer’s order quantity. However, the total discount, of course,
depends on the amount of items purchased in a period with a discount. The customers are
informed about their discount schedules in advance. No backorders are possible, and all the
customers’ demand has to be satisfied in the period it occurs. Customers and the supplier have
no capital, capacity, or warehouse restrictions.
The total demand is not affected with prices and stays the same. Practical situations with
the total demand, insensitive to changes in prices, are discussed by Buhayenko and van Eikenhorst [2016]. However, discounts influence the distribution of the demand between periods.
The customers move their orders to periods with a discount and order less in other periods. As
a result, supplier’s inventory costs decrease.
The problem under consideration is divided into three parts or sub-problems. Each part is
an optimization model in itself. One of the parameters in the main model from Section 4.2.2
is the optimal value of a different optimization model, which is explained in Section 4.2.3. We
start our explanation from the most central model that determines replenishment schedules for
the supplier and customers (Section 4.2.2). The final discount for every period is calculated in
Section 4.2.4. The procedure scheme is shown in Figure 4.1.
The following sets are used in this paper:
I the set of all customers i (i = 1, . . . , I or i ∈ I) and supplier i = 0;
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Figure 4.1: Procedure scheme.

T the set of all periods t (t = 1, . . . , T or t ∈ T ).
The models are described with the help of the following parameters:
dit demand for every customer i in every period t. The demand for supplier i = 0 is a
summation of all his customers’ demands;
pi initial unit price without a discount for every customer i and supplier i = 0. With the
help of the unit price for the supplier, his inventory holding costs are calculated;
si order processing costs for every customer i and supplier i = 0;
hi inventory holding costs for each customer i and for supplier i = 0 to carry a unit of
inventory from period t to period t + 1;
ci total costs for customer i before discounts are offered.
Parameters si and hi are assumed to be constant over time.
The variables in the models are as follows:
Hit inventory at the end of period t for every customer i and supplier i = 0;
Qit order quantity for customer i and supplier i = 0 in period t;
Bi total amount of compensation from supplier i = 0 to customer i;
Sit binary variable; 1, when the order for customer i or supplier i = 0 is placed in period t;
0, otherwise;
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Ritk binary variable; 1, if the total demand of customer i from period t to period k is placed
in period t; 0, otherwise.
H0 , S0 , Q0 , B, R stand for vectors or arrays of corresponding optimization variables.

4.2.2

Determination of the replenishment patterns

One of the ways to formulate the central part of the nominal model is proposed by Buhayenko
and van Eikenhorst [2016]:

minimize

h0

H0 ,S0 ,Q0 ,B,R

T
X

H0t + s0

t=1

subject to

S0t

T
X

S0t +

t=1

I X
T
X

I
X

Bi

(4.1)

∀t

(4.2)

i=1

diu − Q0t ≥ 0

i=1 u=t

Q0t + H0t−1 − H0t =

T
I X
X

Ritk

Ri1k = 1

diu

∀t

(4.3)

u=t

i=1 k=t
T
X

k
X

∀i > 0

(4.4)

∀i > 0 , ∀t > 2

(4.5)

k=1
t−1
X

Rikt−1 =

si

t=1 k=t

Ritk + hi

T X
T
X
t=1 k=t

H0t ≥ 0,

Ritk

k=t

k=1
T X
T
X

T
X

Ritk

k
X
u=t

Q0t ≥ 0,

diu (u − t) + pi

T
X

diu − Bi ≤ ci

∀i > 0

(4.6)

u=1

S0t , Ritk ∈ {0, 1}

∀i, t, k.

In the objective (4.1), the costs for the supplier are minimized. These costs consist of
inventory holding and order costs as well as the compensation, which models discounts here.
Constraint (4.2) ensures that if an order is not placed by the supplier in period t, then his
replenishment quantity in period t is 0. Inventory balance constraint (4.3) guarantees that
the demand of the customers in period t is satisfied either from the inventory in period t − 1,
or from the replenishment in period t; unsold items form the inventory for period t. For the
customers, the problem is formulated using the shortest path reformulation developed by Eppen
and Martin [1987]. Constraint (4.4) ensures that, since it is assumed that there is no initial
inventory, the demand for period 1 has to be ordered in period 1 and can be ordered up to
any future period k. Constraint (4.5) guarantees that when the demand is ordered up to the
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previous period, then a new order must be placed in this period up to some future period k,
thus the demand for all periods will be satisfied. Constraint (4.6) ensures that the total costs
of customer i after the introduction of the compensations are less or equal to the total costs of
the customers before the introduction of compensations. As a result, the compensation Bi is
equal to the difference between them at the optimum. Variables H0t and Q0t are nonnegative,
and variables S0t and Ritk are binary.

4.2.3

Calculation of parameter ci

With the help of the model explained in Section 4.2.2, the new beneficial order pattern is
determined. However, parameter ci has to be calculated in advance. This can be done using
the algorithm described by Buhayenko and van Eikenhorst [2016]. Unfortunately, the algorithm
cannot be applied together with Robust Optimization techniques. Therefore, a mixed-integer
programming formulation for the dynamic lot sizing problem is used in this paper Wagner
and Whitin [1958]. The mixed-integer programming model to calculate parameter ci for every
customer i is as follows:
minimize

ci

ci ,Hi ,Si ,Qi

subject to

hi

T
X

Hit + si

t=1

T
X

Sit + pi

Qit + Hit−1 = Hit + dit

Hit ≥ 0,

Qit ≥ 0,

dit ≤ ci

(4.7)

t=1

t=1

M Sit − Qit ≥ 0

T
X

∀t

(4.8)

∀t

Sit ∈ {0, 1}

(4.9)

∀t.

Parameter ci represents the total costs of the customer i (inventory, order, and purchasing
costs) which are minimized (constraint (4.7)). Constraint (4.8) is a “big M” constraint linking
variables Sit and Qit . Constraint (4.9) is an inventory balance constraint. Nonnegativity
constraints for variables Hit and Qit are in place.
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4.2.4

Calculation of the actual discount for every period to achieve
the desired replenishment pattern

The goal here is to calculate the discounts offered by the supplier in such a way that his profit
loss due to introduction of discounts is minimized. On the other hand, the discounts should
be big enough to make the desired order pattern advantageous for the customer, which means
that his total costs while ordering according to this new desired pattern should be lower than
his total costs while utilizing any other order schedule. To achieve this, the model ensures that
the costs of ordering up to a certain period is minimal when the order is placed in the desired
order period. Here, we propose a reformulation of the Wagner-Whitin problem [Wagner and
Whitin, 1958] into a linear model that calculates the actual discounts.
After application of the model described in Section 4.2.2, the new desired order pattern for
the supplier and customers is received. The periods in which the order is placed, t∗ , and the
last periods for which the demand is included in this order, k ∗ , according to this new desired
order pattern form a two dimensional set W consisting of pairs (t∗ , k ∗ ). Prices in the periods
we want the customer to place an order, denoted as pit∗ , are variables, the rest of the prices
are fixed equal to the initial price pi . Thus, the desired order pattern is fixed and the prices in
order periods are flexible.
Here, parameter hi is the inventory costs percentage. Additionally, the following variables are
used in the model:
Citk the total costs of placing an order at period t to cover the demand from period t to period
k together with the lowest costs up to period t − 1 for customer i;
Lik the lowest total costs of placing an order from any period to period k for customer i.
The linear programming model that the supplier has to solve for customer i is as follows:
T
X

maximize
pi ,Ci ,Li

subject to

Citk = Lit−1 + si +

(4.10)

pit

t=1

Cit∗ k∗ ≤ Lik∗

k
X

diu pit +

u=t

Lik ≤ Citk

k
X

∀(t∗ , k ∗ ) ∈ W

diu (u − t)hi pit

(4.11)

∀t, k

(4.12)

u=t

∀t, k

(4.13)
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0 ≤ pit ≤ pi
pit = pi

∀t

(4.14)

∀t 6= t∗ .

(4.15)

In objective (4.10), prices in periods where the orders are placed according to the new desired
order pattern are maximized. Constraint (4.11) ensures that the costs of ordering in the new
desired period t∗ up to period k ∗ are not greater than the costs of ordering the demand of
period k ∗ in any other period. In constraint (4.12), the costs of placing an order from period t
to period k, Citk , are calculated as a summation of the following elements:
1. the minimal costs to order up to period k − 1,
2. order costs, since customer i places an order in period t,
3. the total purchasing costs to order all the demand from period t to period k, and the total
inventory costs to hold the demand quantities in storage u − t periods.
Constraint (4.13) makes sure that Lik is lower than or equal to any of costs Citk . Constraint (4.14) guarantees that the new prices are not higher than the initial prices. With the
help of constraint (4.15), the rest of the prices are fixed equal to the initial price pi .
Due to the fact that the supplier has to decide on the discount schedule in advance and
announce it to the customers at the beginning of the planning horizon, future adjustments
of discounts are not possible. Therefore, the application of the nominal model in the rolling
horizon way will generally yield poor solutions.

4.3

Affinely Adjustable Robust model

In this section, we develop the Affinely Adjustable Robust model for the problem under consideration.

4.3.1

Demand uncertainty

In reality, demand dit is often not deterministic, therefore, in this paper, we consider demand
uncertainty. The demand belongs to an uncertainty set which is created based on historical
data and experts’ opinions. In alignment with RO principles, we ensure that the constraints
hold for all the demand realizations from this uncertainty set.
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Here, we consider two uncertainty set structures: interval or box uncertainty and budget
uncertainty. The interval uncertainty set can be written as Ui = {di | dit ∈ [d¯it − εit d¯it , d¯it +
εit d¯it ]}, with uncertain parameter dit , given positive εit and positive nominal demand d¯it . The
nominal demand d¯it can be determined as a point estimate of the expected value of dit , or a
forecast value.
In case of the interval uncertainty, all the parameters are taking their worst case values,
which is unlikely in the reality. This is the reason why this approach often results in a huge
increase in total costs, which is undesirable. In order to decrease the conservatism of the
developed robust model, an alternative uncertainty set is used. It was decided to apply a
budget polyhedral uncertainty set introduced by Bertsimas and Sim [2004], which results in a
linear robust counterpart. Another possibility would be application of an ellipsoid uncertainty
set, introduced by Ben-Tal and Nemirovski [1998]. In this case, the resulting robust counterpart
is a conic quadratic program that might not work well together with integer variables.
For the case of budget uncertainty, we assume that the demand in each period dit can take
a value from interval [d¯it − εit d¯it ; d¯it + εit d¯it ], where d¯it is a nominal value and εit is a maximum
deviation of the demand. To control the degree of robustness, the budget of uncertainty Γi
is defined for every customer i, which allows only the uncertain parameters for some of the
time periods simultaneously to deviate from their nominal value. Providing that the maximum
possible number of the uncertain parameters dit for every customer i is bounded by T , the
number of time periods t in our planning horizon, Γi , can take values in the interval [0, T ].
In case of Γi = 0, the model is deterministic. If Γi = T , the maximal protection against
uncertainty is in place, which is equal to interval uncertainty. The final uncertainty set is Ui =
P
{di | dit ∈ [d¯it − εit d¯it ; d¯it + εit d¯it ], ∀t;
t∈T

|dit −d¯it |
εit d¯it

≤ Γi }. Let d0it =

dit −d¯it
,
εit d¯it

then the uncertainty

set can be normalized in the following way: Ui0 = {d0i | d0it ∈ [−1 ≤ d0it ≤ 1], ∀t;

P

t∈T

|d0it | ≤ Γi }.

Alternatively, the budget uncertainty set can be defined as Ut = {dit ∈ [d¯it − εit d¯it ; d¯it +
P
εit d¯it ]∀t, i∈I

|dit −d¯it |
εit d¯it

≤ Θt }. Here, the budget Θt is defined for every period t and determines

for how many customers i the uncertain coefficients will take their worst case values. This
could only be relevant for the model described in Section 4.2.2, where all the customers are
considered simultaneously.
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4.3.2

Determination of the replenishment patterns in a robust way

The following steps are performed in order to obtain robust counterparts and make them
computationally tractable:
Step 1. Equality constraint elimination. This is performed only for those constraints that
contain uncertain parameters, because equality constraints with uncertainty are very
restrictive and difficult to satisfy [Gorissen et al., 2015].
Step 2. Introduction of linear decision rules. Since decisions about some of the variables can be
postponed until the demand in past periods will be known, the principles of Adjustable
Robust Optimization are applied here.
Step 3. Derivation of computationally tractable robust counterparts. As known, for fixed recourse situations, the robust counterpart can be reformulated as a linear programming
model [Ben-Tal et al., 2009]. At this step, we get rid of the universal quantifier, ensuring
that every constraint holds for any scenario belonging to the uncertainty set.
The steps listed above are realized for all the three parts of the model. For the sake of space,
here, we restrict ourselves to demonstrating the reformulations on the model from Section 4.2.2
and further on one of the constraints of this model.
Step 1
Initially, the uncertain parameter dit is present in constraints (4.2), (4.3) and (4.6). Constraint (4.2) is a so-called “big M” constraint, and

Pn

i=1

Pm

u=t

diu is an upper bound for the

value of Q0t . In a robust model, the value of the big M should be increased, but this does
not have to be done in a robust way, as long as it remains a valid upper bound to Q0t . Constraint (4.3) is an equality constraint which can be reformulated into the following inventory
balance constraint (the initial inventory is assumed to be equal to 0):

H0t =

t
X
v=1

Q0v −

I X
t X
T
X

Rivk

i=1 v=1 k=v

k
X

diu

∀t.

u=v

Therefore, H0t can be eliminated in the robust model.
The fact that, at the optimum, the compensation Bi is equal to the difference between the
total costs of customer i before and after the introduction of discounts allows us to rewrite the
inequality (4.6) as follows:
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Bi = si

T X
T
X

Ritk + hi

t=1 k=t

T X
T
X

Ritk

k
X

diu (u − t) + pi

u=t

t=1 k=t

T
X

diu − ci

∀i > 0.

u=1

Therefore, Bi can be eliminated as well.
Now, we concentrate only on objective function (4.1), for which the epigraphic form is used.
After elimination is performed, this constraint becomes as follows:

h0

T X
t
X

[

Q0v −

t X
I X
T
X

t=1 v=1
I
X

T X
T
X

i=1

t=1 k=t

+

[si

v=1 i=1 k=v

Ritk + hi

Rivk

k
X

diu ] + s0

u=v
T
T
XX

k
X

t=1 k=t

u=t

Ritk

T
X

S0t

t=1

diu (u − t) + pi

T
X

(4.16)
diu − ci ] ≤ τ.

u=1

Step 2
In order to decrease the conservatism, the Adjustable Robust Optimization approach is adopted
in this research. Binary variables S0t and Ritk are “here and now” decisions, and continuous
variables Bi , Q0t and H0t are “wait and see” or adjustable variables. This division is made due
to practical considerations. The periods in which the supplier replenishes and the customers
place an order up to a certain period are determined in advance, and the decisions are fixed.
The decisions about how many items to order exactly for period t can be postponed until
the beginning of this period, when the demand for periods 1 to t is realized. H0t and Bi are
analysis variables that are variables not representing actual decisions (e. g. slack variables,
inventory at time t in a production-inventory problem). It is very natural to allow for the
analysis variables to depend on the true values of the data [see Ben-Tal et al., 2009, p. 356].
Here, the analysis variables are already eliminated which is equivalent to the introduction of
linear decision rules, if the coefficients of the eliminated variables do not contain uncertain
parameters, and the equality constraint is linear in the uncertain parameters [Gorissen et al.,
2015], which is the case here. Furthermore, elimination does not lead to an increase in the
number of the constraints and variables and is, therefore, a better choice than the introduction
of linear decision rules.
The following linear decision rule is used for the adjustable variables Q0t :

Q0t = α0t +

I X
t
X

βitu diu .

i=1 u=1

It was decided to confine to linear decision rules due to computational intractability of
adjustable robust optimization problems involving general decision rules. For many practical
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cases, linear decision rules were proven to produce optimal or near optimal solutions [Bertsimas
et al., 2010]. Decision variable Q0t is now dependent on the realizations of all the customers’
demand up to period t inclusively. Coefficients α0t and βitu are our new non-adjustable variables.
Constraint (4.16) transforms into:

h0

T X
t
X

[

[α0v +

I X
v
X

t=1 v=1
I
X

T X
T
X

i=1

t=1 k=t

+

t X
I X
T
X

βivu diu ] −

i=1 u=1

[si

k
X

diu ] + s0

u=v

v=1 i=1 k=v
k
X

T X
T
X

Ritk + hi

Rivk

S0t

t=1
T
X

diu (u − t) + pi

Ritk

u=t

t=1 k=t

T
X

diu − ci ] ≤ τ.

u=1

To obtain a computationally tractable robust counterpart, all the coefficients for uncertain
parameter dit are collected:
h0

T X
t X
I X
T
X

k
X

Rivk

u=v

t=1 v=1 i=1 k=v

I
X
i=1

hi

T
T X
X

diu =

Ritk

k
X

I X
T
X
i=1 u=1

diu (u − t) =

u=t

t=1 k=t

I X
v
t X
T X
X

diu h0

u X
T
X

I X
T
X

diu hi

I X
T
X

diu

(u − t)Ritk

T
X

(T + 1 − v)βivu .

v=u

i=1 u=1

t=1 v=1 i=1 u=1

T
u X
X

t=1 k=u

i=1 u=1

βivu diu =

(T + 1 − v)Rivk

v=1 k=u

The adjustable robust model for the model in Section 4.2.2 is:

minimize

τ

subject to

h0
+

T X
t
X
t=1 v=1
I X
T
X

α0v + s0

T
X

S0t +

I
X

t=1

diu [h0

T
X

si

i=1

T X
T
X

Ritk −

t=1 k=t

(T + 1 − v)βivu − h0

v=u

i=1 u=1

I
X

ci

i=1
u X
T
X

(T + 1 − v)Rivk

v=1 k=u

+ hi

u X
T
X

(u − t)Ritk + pi ] ≤ τ,

∀di ∈ Ui

t=1 k=u

M S0t − α0t −

I X
t
X

βitu diu ≥ 0

∀t, di ∈ Ui

i=1 u=1
T
X

Ri1k = 1

∀i > 0

k=1
t−1
X
k=1

Rikt−1 =

T
X
k=t

Ritk

∀i > 0 , ∀t > 2
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t
X

α0v +

v=1

I X
T
X

0
diu (βiu

−

min (u,t) T
X X

i=1 u=1

α0t +

v=1

I X
t
X

Rivk ) ≥ 0

∀t, di ∈ Ui

k=u

βitu diu ≥ 0

∀t, di ∈ Ui

(4.17)

i=1 u=1

S0t ∈ {0, 1},

Ritk ∈ {0, 1}


Pt



0
=
βiu


where

v=u

βivu

0

∀i, t, k

u≤t
otherwise.

Step 3
The universal quantifier, which is present in the adjustable robust model above, is not computationally tractable. To get rid of this, we perform the following reformulations leading to a
linear programming problem.
Constraint (4.17) is equivalent to:

α0t +

I
X
i=1

t
X

min

di ∈Ui

βitu diu ≥ 0

∀t.

u=1

Since diu = εiu d¯iu d0iu + d¯iu , we have:

α0t +

I
X
i=1

min
0
0

di ∈Ui

t
X

βitu (εiu d¯iu d0iu + d¯iu ) ≥ 0

∀t

u=1

m
α0t +

I X
t
X

βitu d¯iu +

i=1 u=1

I
X
i=1

min
0
0

di ∈Ui

t
X

(βitu εiu d¯iu )d0iu ≥ 0

∀t

u=1

m
α0t +

I X
t
X
i=1 u=1

βitu d¯iu −

I
X
i=1

max
0
0

di ∈Ui

t
X

−(βitu εiu d¯iu )d0iu ≥ 0

∀t.

u=1

It can be noticed that the budget uncertainty set is an intersection of two simple polyhedral
uncertainty sets. Moreover, the resulting maximization problem is linear in d0i . Therefore, the
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dual can be taken as described in Ben-Tal et al. [2005]:








α0t +

vuit1 + vuit2 = −βitu εiu d¯iu

i > 0, ∀t, u = 1, . . . , t








vuit1 + vuit2 = 0

i > 0, ∀t, u = t + 1, . . . T.

PI

i=1

Pt

u=1

βitu d¯iu −

PI

i=1 [kv

it1

k1 + Γi kv it2 k∞ ] ≥ 0

∀t

m




















α0t +

PI

i=1

Pt

u=1

P
P
P
βitu d¯iu − Ii=1 tu=1 witu − Ii=1 Γi zit ≥ 0

∀t

vuit1 + vuit2 = −βitu εiu d¯iu

i > 0, ∀t, u = 1, . . . , t

vuit1 + vuit2 = 0

i > 0, ∀t, u = t + 1, . . . T

witu ≥ vuit1 ,

witu ≥ −vuit1 ,

zit ≥ vuit2

i > 0, ∀t, u = 1, . . . , t.

The final robust counterpart for the whole model is presented in 4.6.1.
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to presenting reformulations only for the budget uncertainty set. Derivations for the interval uncertainty set are straightforward. Moreover, the
budget uncertainty set with Γ = T guarantees full protection against uncertainty and is equal
to the interval uncertainty set.
A similar procedure is performed for the two other parts of the model presented in Sections
4.2.3 and 4.2.4. This is done in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4, respectively.

4.3.3

Calculation of parameter ci in a robust way

For the model in Section 4.2.3, variables Qit are made adjustable with the help of the following
linear decision rule:

Qit = αit +

t
X

(4.18)

βitu diu .

u=1

In the end, the following adjustable robust model is obtained:
minimize

ci

subject to
hi

T X
t
X
t=1 v=1

αiv + si

T
X
t=1

Sit +

T
X

[pi − hi (T + 1 − u) + hi

(T + 1 − v)βivu ]diu ≤ ci , ∀di ∈ Ui

v=u

u=1

M Sit − αit −

T
X

t
X
u=1

βitu diu ≥ 0

∀t, di ∈ Ui
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t
X

αiv +

v=1

t
X

diu (

βivu − 1) ≥ 0

∀t, di ∈ Ui

v=u

u=1

αit +

t
X

t
X

βitu diu ≥ 0

∀t, di ∈ Ui

u=1

Sit ∈ {0, 1}

∀t.

The pre-calculation of parameter ci can be done in two ways. The parameter is completely
pre-calculated and fixed, which corresponds to a situation in practice, when the supplier does
not possess the necessary information about the customers and cannot determine their total
costs before introduction of discounts. Therefore, he asks the customers to determine this
parameter and report it to him. According to the second approach, which is used in this
research, the supplier is in possession of the full information about the customers and instead
of calculating the parameter in advance, he determines a linear decision rule which depends on
the uncertain parameter dit of the form:
ci = hi

t
T X
X

αiv + si

t=1 v=1

T
X

Sit +

T
X

[pi − hi (T + 1 − u) + hi

(T + 1 − v)βivu ]diu ,

diu ∈ Uit ,

v=u

u=1

t=1

T
X

where hi , αiv , si , Sit , pi , and βivu are fixed. This decision rule is used instead of parameter ci
in the model of Section 4.2.2.
The final robust counterpart for this model with budget uncertainty can be seen in 4.6.2.

4.3.4

Calculation of the actual discount in a robust way

For the model in Section 4.2.4, variable Lik is made adjustable. As Lik is an analysis variable,
the linear decision rule for this variable depends on all the realizations of the uncertain demand:

Lik = αik +

T
X

βiku diu .

u=1

The following adjustable robust model is received in the end:

X

maximize

pit∗

t∗ ∈W

subject to
αit∗ −1 + si +

T
X

diu (βit∗ −1u + n0iu [pit∗ + (u − t∗ )hi pit∗ ] − βik∗ u ) ≤ αik∗

∀(t∗ , k ∗ ) ∈ W, dit ∈ Uit

u=1

αik ≤ αit−1 + si +

T
X
u=1

diu (βit−1u + n0iu [pit + (u − t)hi pit ] − βiku )

∀t, k, dit ∈ Uit
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∀t∗

pit∗ ≤ pi

∀t 6= t∗

pit = pi
where





n0iu = 


1

t≤u≤k

0

otherwise.

The final robust counterpart for this model, when budget uncertainty is assumed, is given in
4.6.3.

4.4

Computational Results

In this section, the numerical results for the approach are presented. All the computations
are performed on Intel i7 2.4 GHz dual-core with 8 GB of RAM. The model is optimized
using solver IBM ILOG CPLEX version 12.51 within the modelling language AMPL [Fourer
et al., 2003]. The parameters for the experiment problems with 5 customers and 20 periods are
generated in the way described in Buhayenko and van Eikenhorst [2016].

4.4.1

Simulation Results

The quality of the solutions received applying the developed Affinely Adjustable Robust model
is assessed using simulation. Both the box and budget uncertainty sets are considered. The box
uncertainty set is chosen for its simplicity of representation. The downside of this uncertainty
structure is conservatism. To receive less conservative solutions, the budget uncertainty set
is used. Both uncertainty sets result in tractable linear programs. Two sets of 100 demand
replications are generated for every customer according to a Uniform distribution in the interval
[d¯it − εit d¯it ; d¯it + εit d¯it ] with mean equal to the nominal value. They represent the realized
demand. Each demand replication has 20 entries to account for a 20 periods time horizon. One
set corresponds to a simple box uncertainty, and the other set represents budget uncertainty.
The generation of replications corresponding to the box uncertainty is straightforward, as the
demand in all the periods can take its worst case values at the same time. However, it is
more challenging to generate the budget uncertainty replications, especially when Γi is small,
since only a certain number of parameters can simultaneously deviate from their nominal
values. Therefore, it is necessary to check the deviation from the nominal value in a demand
replication set:

P

t∈T

|dit −d¯it |
,
εit d¯it

and if this value exceeds Γi , another demand set should be
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generated. Several uncertainty levels are considered — 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32%, which means
that ε = 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, etc.. The high uncertainty rate is considered, as demand could be
prone to significant fluctuations.
For both the box uncertainty and the budget uncertainty simulated demand replications,
three models are solved: a perfect hindsight model, the nominal model given in Section 4.2,
and the Affinely Adjustable Robust model presented in Section 4.3. The perfect hindsight costs
correspond to the costs which would have been obtained if the realized demand was known in
advance. The perfect hindsight solution is obtained by solving the nominal model given in
Section 4.2 with the simulated demand to get the lowest possible costs. This is by all means
a value that can not be received in reality and represents a lower bound on the costs. The
perfect hindsight costs are used as a benchmark to assess the increase or decrease in costs for
the nominal and robust solutions. The nominal solution is, most often, not feasible in the
case of uncertain demand, especially if the demand is higher. The plan has to change to stay
feasible and satisfy all the demand. The assumption is that the procurement quantity can
always increase to fulfill the demand. So, if the demand is higher than forecasted in a period
where a production order was already planned, the procurement quantity in this period can
always be increased without a trouble. If, however, we face a demand in a period where no
production was planned, and this demand cannot be fulfilled out of stock, an extra procurement
order has to be planned to acquire the needed quantity.
The price of uncertainty (PoU), the mean of difference between the perfect hindsight and
robust total costs, which was first defined by Ben-Tal et al. [2005], is calculated. The PoU
can be viewed as the maximum amount of investments to reduce the uncertainty, which is still
acceptable. Here, the PoU is given in percentage increase in total costs compared to the perfect
hindsight solution. The difference between the total costs in the robust solution, compared to
the nominal solution, gives an indication on how much cost can be saved by taking uncertainty
into account when planning procurements and developing a discount schedule.
Table 4.1 compares robust and nominal results in case of box uncertainty and presents the
percentage increase or decrease in costs of nominal and robust solutions compared to perfect
hindsight solutions. For the box uncertainty set, inventory holding and order costs as well as
discount costs are presented separately. The discount costs are obtained by multiplying the
discount given with the amount of items sold with this discount. This is done to account for
the total revenue loss as a result of introduction of the discounts.
It can be noticed that in the nominal solution, total costs grow immediately by more than
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45%, when uncertainty of only 1% is in place. At the same time, further increase in uncertainty
results only in 5% extra increase in costs. This happens because the extra replenishment orders
are needed and, as a result, the order costs increase dramatically. This increase is independent
of the actual quantities of an extra replenishment. Therefore, the scale of uncertainty does not
play a role here, since a higher uncertainty level mainly increases the quantities of an extra
replenishment, but not the number of times it is needed. Discount costs decrease slightly.
This can be explained by the fact that, due to changes in their demand, the customers do not
perceive the discount offered by the supplier as an attractive offer any more and instead place
their order in the period with no discount. Although the revenue increases by about 24% on
average, even in case of the smallest uncertainty, the discounts are not an efficient method to
coordinate the supply chain if they are determined using the nominal approach. As a result,
the orders are placed in periods without replenishment, requiring the need for inventory (if the
order now comes in later than was expected) or extra replenishments (if the order comes in
earlier than expected). The nominal discounts are very sensitive to uncertainty, because the
method for calculating the discounts in the nominal solution sets them to be just high enough
to make it slightly cheaper to order in the period according to the nominal order plan.
On the contrary, the robust optimization solution is created taking uncertainty into account.
As a result, this solution provides a possibility for supply chain coordination, even if there is
a significant demand uncertainty. The robust solution results in higher discount costs, as in
uncertain environment, the supplier has to offer more discount to change the ordering pattern
of his customers. For low uncertainty levels, this increase is insignificant, as a slightly higher
discount can already make it cheaper to order in the period according to the new replenishment
plan for all possible demand realizations. Order costs remain close to the values of the perfect
hindsight solution for all uncertainty levels, since the new replenishment plan remains feasible,
and extra replenishments do not occur. Inventory holding costs do not increase much for
moderate uncertainty levels. In cases of high uncertainty level, the increase in inventory holding
costs in the robust solution is less than a quarter of the nominal solution. As a result, the
increase in total costs is always significantly smaller for the robust solution. While in the worst
case, the increase in total costs for the nominal solution is close to 100% for many uncertainty
levels or in some cases even greater, for the robust solution, this measure is significantly smaller.
We conducted 200 additional experiments for 32% uncertainty for both the nominal and
robust solutions to make sure that the reported averages are reliable and we do not need to have
more computations. The error for total costs, which accounts here for the difference between
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Table 4.1: Average percentage differences (over 100 replications) in costs between Robust and
Nominal results for box uncertainty (% to the perfect hindsight result).
Uncertainty
Nominal
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.16
0.32
Robust
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.16
0.32

Order costs
Average
40.33
41.55
42.38
38.78
42.19
42.27
Average
0.00
0.28
0.28
0.28
-0.82
0.00

Inventory costs
Average
267.40
236.42
258.61
267.92
319.25
344.59
Average
2.30
1.98
5.53
14.65
43.15
73.80

Discount costs
Average
-23.56
-21.09
-22.75
-23.04
-23.84
-28.60
Average
1.50
3.01
6.41
11.66
23.02
41.70

Total costs
Average
45.11
44.12
46.45
44.54
49.13
50.19
Average
0.58
1.11
2.27
4.41
8.80
17.05

Total costs
Worst case
86.13
89.91
108.91
96.84
83.64
113.94
Worst case
2.58
8.89
10.32
9.48
17.70
41.47

the average total costs received when 100 experiments were conducted and those received after
300 experiments were conducted, did not exceed 0.3% for the robust solution and 3.5% for the
nominal solution.
Table 4.2 allows to see how the customers’ total costs are affected. The conclusion is that
in the robust solution, the total costs decrease more than in the nominal solution, both on
average and in the worst case. Only in case of 32% uncertainty the customers’ total costs
may increase in the robust solution in the worst case. However, the observed changes are
much less significant than for the supplier. It is logical that the robust solution is better for the
customers than the perfect hindsight solution or the nominal solution, since they almost always
get a higher discount. The nominal solution normally results in lower costs for the customer
on average than the perfect hindsight because the discounts offered are never optimal for the
realized demand, they are either too high, and then the customers easily profit accepting them;
or too low and the customers ignore them choosing a different order pattern.
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 compare the average and worst case performance of nominal and robust
solutions, if budget uncertainty is assumed. These results indicate the trade-off between increase
in total costs and decrease in the level of protection against uncertainty. Γ = T means maximal
uncertainty protection, which is equal to box uncertainty. While decreasing Γ, the level of
protection decreases. At the same time, for small values of Γ, the increase in the average
total costs for robust solution is less significant. With 32% of uncertainty and Γ = 4, only
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Table 4.2: Average percentage differences (over 100 replications) in total costs for customers
between Robust and Nominal results for box uncertainty (% to the perfect hindsight result).

Uncertainty
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.16
0.32

Nominal
Average Worst case
-1.67
0.29
-1.58
0.12
-1.62
1.21
-1.73
1.75
-1.23
3.38
-1.16
8.42

Robust
Average
-3.28
-3.34
-3.41
-3.53
-3.83
-4.07

Worst case
-1.14
-1.15
-1.19
-1.29
-1.50
1.11

Table 4.3: Average percentage differences in total costs between Robust and Nominal results
for budget uncertainty (% to the perfect hindsight result).
Uncertainty
Nominal
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.16
0.32
Robust
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.16
0.32

Γ=2

Γ=4

Γ = 8 Γ = 12

Γ = 16

Γ = 20

38.74
42.49
45.09
46.98
46.63
47.74

44.96
47.61
48.00
46.08
47.37
49.67

46.49
45.86
45.23
48.87
47.12
48.99

45.86
44.23
44.26
45.34
49.68
51.95

45.28
44.10
46.03
45.86
50.69
52.40

45.11
44.12
46.45
44.54
49.13
50.19

0.33
0.67
1.28
2.65
5.37
10.52

0.39
0.85
1.75
3.59
7.27
14.06

0.47
0.96
2.07
4.15
8.00
15.76

0.48
1.11
2.18
4.24
8.31
16.70

0.58
1.11
2.25
4.29
8.31
16.90

0.58
1.11
2.27
4.41
8.80
17.05

14% increase in total costs on average is experienced compared to 17% when Γ = T and full
protection is in place. With Γ = 2, the increase in total costs is even smaller on average, but at
the same time, the level of protection against uncertainty is low. On the contrary, for smaller
values of uncertainty, this difference is less significant, and full protection against uncertainty
can be preferable. It can be seen as well that the nominal model again performs much worse
than the robust model, both on average and in the worst case.
Table 4.5 shows the decrease in inventory holding and discount costs for different levels of
budget uncertainty compared to box uncertainty. As it was expected, the decrease is higher for
lower values of Γ. The order costs do not change substantially and are therefore not included
in the analysis.
De Ruiter et al. [2016] warn that multiple solutions, that have an equivalent worst case
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Table 4.4: Worst case percentage differences in total costs between Robust and Nominal results
for budget uncertainty (% to the perfect hindsight result).
Uncertainty
Nominal
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.16
0.32
Robust
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.16
0.32

Γ=2

Γ=4

Γ=8

Γ = 12

Γ = 16

Γ = 20

82.62
81.93
80.74
95.83
94.22
94.68

96.09 88.48
78.59 83.52
89.93 82.77
96.18 106.74
97.96 96.77
111.87 100.70

86.62
87.99
90.88
103.83
101.45
94.10

86.48
94.22
93.83
96.33
97.05
105.06

86.13
89.91
108.91
96.84
83.64
113.94

0.58
1.19
3.37
4.81
10.90
19.41

0.77
2.86
3.86
11.24
16.34
26.03

2.50
4.73
6.36
8.87
17.94
34.34

1.48
4.77
5.15
11.19
18.45
34.65

2.58
8.89
10.32
9.48
17.70
41.47

2.47
1.87
6.35
8.69
16.00
28.94

Table 4.5: Average percentage decrease in costs for the Robust solution with budget uncertainty
(% to the robust results with box uncertainty).
Uncertainty
Γ=2
Inventory costs
0.01
-0.97
0.02
-1.81
0.04
-3.46
0.08
-6.46
0.16
-11.67
0.32
-18.94
Discount costs
0.01
-0.59
0.02
-1.15
0.04
-2.23
0.08
-4.19
0.16
-7.50
0.32
-12.79

Γ=4

Γ=8

Γ = 12

Γ = 16

-0.66
-1.22
-2.25
-4.33
-7.93
-12.83

-0.30
-0.53
-0.98
-1.78
-3.50
-6.04

-0.18
-0.24
-0.34
-0.68
-2.12
-3.86

-0.08
-0.03
-0.09
0.11
-1.18
-1.30

-0.26
-0.49
-0.96
-1.80
-3.23
-5.65

-0.13
-0.26
-0.51
-0.95
-1.72
-3.03

-0.03
-0.07
-0.13
-0.24
-0.43
-0.76

-0.01
-0.02
-0.04
-0.08
-0.14
-0.24
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objective value, but differ on the mean objective value, may exist. We checked for such a
possibility, but it turned out that this problem has only one optimal solution.

4.4.2

Comparison of Solution Structures

In Figure 4.2, changes in the solution structure are shown on an example which was randomly
taken from the scenarios considered in Section 4.4.1. The problem has 5 customers and 20
periods. The replenishment pattern of the supplier can be seen in row 0; the rest of the rows
represent the order patterns of the customers. For the nominal solution, the demand is supposed
to be deterministic. For the robust solution, the box uncertainty set with 32% of uncertainty
is supposed.
On average, the replenishment patterns of the robust solution do not differ substantially
from those of the nominal solution. In this example case, only the order pattern of customer 2
in the robust solution (Figure 4.2, c) is slightly different from his order pattern in the nominal
solution (Figure 4.2, a). At the same time, simulation shows that if 32% uncertainty is in place,
the nominal solution becomes infeasible. Due to changes in their demand, the customers do
not perceive the supplier’s discounts as an attractive offer any more and start placing orders
in the periods with no discount. Although the actual discount costs for the supplier decrease,
this situation is not optimal for him, as he has higher inventory holding costs and has to
introduce extra replenishments to be able to satisfy his customers’ demand. The introduction
of extra replenishments explains the significant increase in order costs for the nominal solution.
The final situation after simulation for the nominal solution is shown in Figure 4.2, b. At the
same time, the robust solution stays feasible, even when the demand is uncertain, due to higher
discounts which ensure that customers do always order in the anticipated periods. The decrease
in prices due to higher discounts in the robust solution compared to the nominal solution can
be seen in Table 4.6. Only periods, where a discount was given to at least one customer, are
included. The average decrease in prices is 3,4%.

4.5

Conclusions and Future Research

In this paper, a problem of multi-period supply chain coordination with the help of a temporary
time-based discount under demand uncertainty is studied. Computational experiments show
that the Affinely Adjustable Robust model, developed in this research, produces a solution with
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Figure 4.2: Difference between the Nominal and Robust replenishment
patterns. a — Nominal solution. b — Nominal solution after a simulation. c — Robust solution. The replenishment patterns do not change
after a simulation.

Table 4.6: Percentage decrease in prices for the Robust solution with box uncertainty (% to
the Nominal solution).
Period
Customer
1
2
3
4
5

1

3

5

-3.72
-5.50
-2.07
-2.95
-8.96

-3.00
-

-2.94
-2.43
-

8

10

0
-4.53 -4.34
-2.39
-3.67
-8.80

11
-2.96
-

13

15

-0.66
-1.44 -2.14
-1.89
-

16

17

19

-

-3.46
-

-3.58
-

significantly lower total costs, both on average and in the worst case. The received solution is
robust against demand uncertainty and remains feasible as the uncertain data change. The use
of the robust model is therefore well justified, also in cases when uncertainty does not exceed
5%. Even for a relatively small uncertainty, the nominal solution results in a total cost increase
of more than 40% on average, whereas for the robust solution, the increase in total costs is
under 2,5%. The increase in total costs can be significantly reduced if the budget uncertainty
set is considered. However, in this case, the protection against uncertainty may decrease.
Our approach is advantageous in situations when system nervousness, i. e., constant change
of the order timing by downstream players, is significant, and the costs of re-planning are high.
Thus, the contributions of this research are as follows:
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1. We are the first to develop an Affinely Adjustable Robust Optimization model for a multiperiod supply chain coordination problem with multiple heterogeneous customers and uncertain dynamic demand by means of temporarily time-based discounts.
2. We conduct extensive computational experiments that show benefits of our approach, even
in cases when the demand uncertainty is low.
For future research, some alternative representations of uncertainty sets can be considered.
One possibility has been mentioned in Section 4.3.1.
Instead of the nominal model, it can be interesting to take the nominal model with separate buffering techniques, i. e. safety stock, safety time, or inflating demand parameters,
as a benchmark. In this case the benchmark can be more realistic and probably harder to
outperform.
It can be useful to attempt combining a metaheuristic approach with robust optimization
techniques as the Affinely Adjustable Robust model developed for the problem produces good
solutions, but is not fast enough to be effectively applied for large instances. For comparison,
the average computational time for the nominal model for 5 customers and 20 periods is 1.68
s, while the robust model is almost 6 times slower.

Appendices
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4.6
The final robust counterparts for the case of the budget
uncertainty
In order to obtain the final robust counterparts, we reformulate the models from Section 4.3 in
the way described in Step 3 of Section 4.3.2.

4.6.1
The final robust counterpart for the model presented in
Section 4.3.2
minimize

τ

subject to

h0
+

T X
t
X
t=1 v=1
I X
T
X

α0v + s0

T
X

S0t +

t=1

d¯iu [h0

si

T X
T
X

Ritk −

t=1 k=t

i=1

u X
T
X

(u − t)Ritk + pi ] +

T
X

u X
T
X

(T + 1 − v)βivu − h0

v=u
T
u X
X

+ hi

ci

(T + 1 − v)Rivk

v=1 k=u
T
X

wi1u +

i=1 u=1

t=1 k=u

vui11 + vui12 = [h0

I
X

I
X
i=1

(T + 1 − v)βivu − h0

v=u

i=1 u=1

+ hi

T
X

I
X

T
u X
X

I
X

Γi zi1 ≤ τ

i=1

(T + 1 − v)Rivk

v=1 k=u

(u − t)Ritk + pi ]εiu d¯iu i > 0, u = 1, . . . T

t=1 k=u

wi1u ≥ vui11 ,

wi1u ≥ −vui11 ,

M S0t ≥ α0t +

I X
t
X

zi1 ≥ vui12

βitu d¯iu +

i=1 u=1

I X
t
X
i=1 u=1

vuit21 + vuit22 = βitu εiu d¯iu
vuit21 + vuit22 = 0
wit2u ≥ vuit21 ,

wit2u ≥ −vuit21 ,
T
X
k=1

wit2u +

i > 0, u = 1, . . . T
I
X

Γi zit2

∀t

i=1

i > 0, ∀t, u = 1, . . . , t

i > 0, ∀t, u = t + 1, . . . T
zit2 ≥ vuit22

Ri1k = 1

i>0

i > 0, ∀t, u = 1, . . . , t
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t−1
X

Rikt−1 =

k=1
t
X

I X
T
X

α0v +

v=1

+

vuit32

0
−
d¯iu (βiu

min (u,t) T
X X
v=1

=

0
−(βiu

−

α0t +

I
X

Γi zit3 ≥ 0

∀t

i=1

Rivk )εiu d¯iu

i > 0, ∀t, u = 1, . . . , T

k=u

βitu d¯iu −

i=1 u=1

zit3 ≥ vuit32

I X
t
X

wit4u −

i=1 u=1

vuit41 + vuit42 = 0

Γi zit4 ≥ 0

∀t

i > 0, ∀t, u = 1, . . . , t

i > 0, ∀t, u = t + 1, . . . T

wit4u ≥ −vuit41 ,

S0t ∈ {0, 1},

I
X

i > 0, ∀t, u = 1, . . . , T

i=1

vuit41 + vuit42 = −βitu εiu d¯iu

wit4u ≥ vuit41 ,

wit3u −

i=1 u=1

wit3u ≥ −vuit31 ,
I X
t
X

I X
T
X

Rivk ) −

k=u

min (u,t) T
X X
v=1

wit3u ≥ vuit31 ,

i > 0 ,t > 2

Ritk

k=t

i=1 u=1

vuit31

T
X

zit4 ≥ vuit42

Rivk ∈ {0, 1}

i > 0, ∀t, u = 1, . . . , t

∀i, t, k.

4.6.2
The final robust counterpart for the model given in Section 4.3.3
minimize

ci

subject to
hi

t
T X
X
t=1 v=1

αiv + si

T
X
t=1

Sit +

T
X

[pi − hi (T + 1 − u) + hi

T
X

(T + 1 − v)βivu ]d¯iu

v=u

u=1

T
X

+

wi1u + Γi zi1 ≤ ci

u=1

vui11 + vui12 = [pi − hi (T + 1 − u) + hi

T
X

(T + 1 − v)βivu ]εiu d¯iu

u = 1, . . . T

v=u

wi1u ≥ vui11 ,

wi1u ≥ −vui11 ,

M Sit ≥ αit +

t
X

zi1 ≥ vui12

βitu d¯iu +

u=1

t
X

wit2u + Γi zit2

u=1

vuit21 + vuit22 = βitu εiu d¯iu
vuit21 + vuit22 = 0

u = 1, . . . T

∀t, u = 1, . . . t

∀t, u = t + 1, . . . T

∀t
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wit2u ≥ vuit21 ,
t
X

αiv +

v=1

wit2u ≥ −vuit21 ,
t
X

d¯iu (

t
X

zit2 ≥ vuit22
t
X

βivu − 1) −

v=u

u=1

∀t, u = 1, . . . t
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u=1
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t
X
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t
X
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t
X
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∀t

u=1
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Sit ∈ {0, 1}

∀t, u = 1, . . . t

∀t.

4.6.3
The final robust counterpart for the model presented in
Section 4.3.4
X

maximize

pit∗

t∗ ∈W

subject to
αit∗ −1 +si +

T
X
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it∗ 12
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wit2u ≥ vuit21 ,

wit2u ≥ −vuit21 ,
pit∗ ≤ pi
pit = pi

zit2 ≥ vuit22
∀t∗
∀t 6= t∗ .

∀t, u = 1, . . . , T
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